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ABSTRACT

Measuremente of tha polarization corralatlon of tha two- 

photona eralttad simultanaoualy by metaatabla atomic 

deuterium In a true eacond ordar radlativa procaaa, ara 

described. Two experiments, one Involving the use of a 

half-wava plate and two linear polarizers, and tha other 
three linear polarizara. have bean carried out to 

Investigate the validity of quantum machanlca In hitherto 

unexplored altuatlona and to teat local realistic 

theories of the type recently proposed by Garucclo and 
Sellan. Tha result, of tha axparlmant. provide clear 

evidence against local realistic theories In which the 

probability of detection Is postulated to be dependent on 

the angle between a polarization vector I. and a 

detection vector The quantum mechanical predictions 
for such experiments, in which non-ideal analyser, were 

employed, have also been established and have been shown 
to be In agreement with the experimental results. In 

addition. the results of circular polarization

measurements confirm the conservation of angular momentum 

along the common axis of detection and give further 
verification of the correctness of the form of the state 

vector describing the state of polarization of the two- 

photone. In another experiment, the affect of an electric 

field on the polarization properties of the two-photons 
ha. been measured for the first time. The Stoke's
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pararaatar« charactarlzlng tha two-photon baam hava baan 

datarminad and tha raaulta auggast that tha two-photon 
radiation is partially polarizad at 2 2.5 * with raspact to 

tha electric field vector. It is suggasted that tha 

affect is due to tha removal of tha degeneracy of the 

virtual Intermadlata P states of tha deuterium atom.
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Chaptar ona

Up to tha and of tha ninataanth cantury. phyalclata had a 

comprahanalva notion of tha way tha unlvaraa worka. Tha 

genaral philoaophlcal vlaw hald by phyalclata waa that of 

datarmlnlatlc machanlam. Howavar, tha triumph of

claaaical phyalca waa ahort-llvad alnca It fallad to 

explain atomic phanomana and In 1925, Halaanbarg with tha 

help of Born. Pauli and Jordan plonaarad tha world-a 

first quantum thaory. callad matrix machanica.

Subaaquantly. in tha aama yaar. Schrttdlngar and Dirac 

Indapandantly davalopad. along dlffarant llnaa, two 

additional quantum machanlcal thaorlaa. Thaaa formalisms 

wara quickly provad to ba aqulvalant to aach othar and to 

tha matrix machanica of Halaanbarg. Quantum thaory 

r.praaanta ona of tha moat ramarkabla Intallactual 

achlavamant. of tha twantlath cantury. It has baan and 

continues to ba ovarwhalmlngly succa.aful In axplalnlng a 

vast ranga of physical phanomana at all lavals raachad by 
modarn axparlmantal phyalcs. Thara appaar. to ba no raal 

avldanca, to data, pointing to Its possibla limitations, 

-o that alraady. in 1929. Dlract1] could writs "Tha 

undarlylng physical laws naca.sary for tha mathamatlcal 

thaory of a large part of physics and tha whola of 
chemistry are thus completely known .... ".

Howavar. tha advent of this thaory has craatad a 

confusion as to what sort of reality, if any. lias behind 

tha everyday world and an unpracadantad controvar.y as to
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Introduction

what tha thaory actually maana bacauaa of its 

Indetarminlaa and non-locality. Elnataln, particularly, 
found this lock of datarmlniam In a physical thaory 

undaalrabla and aummad up hia faalinga in tha oft quotad

phraaa “God doea not ploy dies ....  Bohr, who accaptad

quantum Idaas complataly. la raportad to hava rapllad 

“Don-t tall God what to d o l E l n a t a l n  also Indlcatad hla 

unhapplnaaa with non-locality of quantum machanlca In tha 

wall known phraaa "Spooky actions at a distança". Othar 

aminant phyalclata who contrlbutad to tha davalopmant of 

quantum machanlca. a. g. Planck. Schrödlngar and 

da Broglla. expraaaad daap concarn ovar its final 
formulation.

In this chaptar. wa shall praaant. In tha flrat section, 

an overall view to this controversial subject. Wa than 

review In tha second section tha axparlmantal avidanca 

for and against quantum thaory. Tha panultlmata section 

Is devoted to a discussion of tha concepts motivating tha 

present axparlmantal work which Itself is described in 
tha last section.
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Chapter One

a. 1 ±_L fiÜAMTVM aUESTXOWS AMP DEVELOPidiT OF a l t e r h a t t v r 
t h e o r i e s

i.  I .  1 Thm B in m tu in  -  P€>dolmky -  Komm Argum m tm  Vmrmum 
thm Copmnhmgm In tm rp rm tm tio n  o f  Qum tum  Mmehmiem

The paradoxes of quantum theory have occupied the minds 

of eminent physicists as well as philosophers for 

decades. The theory Is Indstsrmlnistlc since, although 

the time evolution of the wavefunctlon Is strictly 

determined by the Schrbdinger equation, the quantity | <FI * 

Is Interpreted as a probability density v^lch only allows 

predictions to be made In a statistical sense. Thus, the 

behaviour of an Individual member of an ensemble of 

systems must be considered to be acausal. The central 

Idea of the standard Interpretation of quantum mechanics, 
known as the Copenhagen Güttingen interpretation by 
BohrC2), is that a quantity (a. g. moaantum) can bm 
conaidarad raal only if it baa bamn mmaaurad or if tha 

outcona of an mxpmrimant to aaamurm tha quantity ia 

pradietabla. This Interpretation, advocated by Heisenberg 

end Born, clearly requires a radical departure from 

classical notions regarding the nature of measurement and 

la In direct conflict with at least ons of the following 

three premises which most people would consider natural 
and obvious:

Quantum Questions and Developaant of Alternative Theories
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1> Rmallmm, Thm »ximimncm and natura of ttta univaraa, 

eonaidarad to ba mada up of aaparabJa antltlaa, ara 

indapandant of obaarvara. Human conaelouanaaa doaa not 
play any rola in datarmining tha attributaa of tha 
antitiaa making up tha univaraa,

2) Cauaallty. Cauaal Influanca propagataa alwaya forward 

in tima. Such Influanca can ba da finad aa tha 

nacassary ralatlonahlp batwaan objacta, avanta,

conditiona or othar thinga at a givan tima and thoaa 

at latar tlmaa. Quantum machanlcally, no cau«aJ 

daacription can ba givan aa to why a particular 

•Ig^nvalua raaulta in a givan maaauramant. Tha 

wavafunction r ia uaad maraly aa a tool for making 

pradictlon of tha ralativa probability for tha

dlffarant outcomaa whan tha givan quantum ayatam 
Ifit^f'acta with tha maaauramant apparatua.

3) Locality or aaparabillty. Ragarding locality, it la 

tha raquiramant that no aignal nor influanca of any 

kind can propagata faatar than tha apaad of light.

^ ^ apaca-tima polnta aaparatad

from aach othar by a apaca-llka intarval, than tha

raaulta of maaauramanta mada at B cannot influanca tha 

raaulta of maaauramanta mada at A and vica varaa. Thla 

dafinitlon corraaponda to what la oftan rafarrad to aa 
Einatain locality. On tha othar hand, in quantum 

machanica, if two ayatam hava intaractad in tha paat 

it ia, in ganaral, not poaaibla aftar tha intaraetlon

QuMttua QuMtlons and D*v«lop«Mt of Altomotlvo TtMorlM



Chapter Onm

to assign a singla stata vactor to aithar of tha two 

syataas. m a  statamant amounts to utiat is callad tha 
principia of non-saparability.

Thaaa thrao asaumptlons form tha basis of ths so-caUsd 

local raalistic thaorias. Ths incompatibility of quantum 

thsory with thsss intuitiva principias is tha issua 

*"*^**‘* calabratad Einstain Podolsky Rosan <EPR>

paradoxes]. In tha papar, publiahad in 1935, antitlad 

•Can Quantum Machanical Dascription of Physical Raality 

ba Consldarad Complata?*, Elnataln, Podolsky and Rosan 

proposad a thought axparlmant and analysad tha 

la^lications of tha pradlctlona of quantum machanlca for 

tha outcoma of tha axpsrlmant. Tha philosophical raalist 

raqulramant put forward by Einstain, Podolsky and Rosan 

as a nscassary condition for a compiota thoory was that: 
“Evary olamant of tha physical roallty must havo a 

countorpart in tha physical thoory”. Thay also introducod 

tha concapt of an alamant of physical raality through tho 

“If without in any way disturbing a systom, wa 

can pradlct with cortainty (l. a. with probability oqual 

to unity) tha valúa of a physical quantity (tha valuó of 

an obsarvabla), than thara axlsts an alamant of physical 

raality corraspondlng to this physical quantity". By 
conaldarlng a systam of two spatially saparatad but 
quantum machanlcally corralatad partidas which had 

pravlously intaractad, thoy showad that two physical

Quantum Quastlons and Dovalopoant of Altamatlvs Thaorioo
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quantltl«« daacrlbad by non-commuting oparatora could 

hava aimultanaoua raality. contrary to tha quantum 

machanical daacription. It waa, tharafora, concludad by 

Einstain, Podolsky and Roaan that quantum mechanics is 

incomplmtm since there exist elements of physical reality 
which have no countmrpart In thm phymical thaory.

In order to illustrate their ideas, Einstein. Podolsky 

and Rosen considered a system consisting of two 

particles, 1 and 2, described by the position variables 

X, and xa. After some interaction, the composite system 
could be repreaentad by the wavefunction

"Kx,, X, > « J exp I
f 2x K x , - x , + x ,  >pl

h j  dp. ( 1. 1>

where x„ is an arbitrary constant. The wavafunctlon above 
can be rearranged to give

’P<x,, x,> - J exp I
f”2nl<x,-x,)p1 

h J
f 2r 1 x , 1

ix p  L h J dp. ( 1. 2 >

«diere expC 2>tlx, p/hl la the elgenf unction of the linear 

momentum operator (h/2nl>6/bx, correspondlng to the valué 

p for momentum of partida 1, idieraaa expC-2ni <Xa~Xo>p/h] 

Is the elgenfunction of the linear momentum operator 

<h/2ni)6/bxa correspondlng to the valué -p for momentum 
of partida 2. Now supposlng that the result of a 

momentum measurement on partida l la found to heve the

9uantum Questions and Oevelopasnt of Altamatlve Theories
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value p then, we can predict with certainty, without In 

any way disturbing particle 2, that a momentum 

measurement on particle 2 will yield the value -p. Hence, 

In the context of the EPR argument, the momentum of 

particle 2 with value -p is an mlammnt of raality. 

However, one con also write the wavefunctlon In the form

"Kx,, X, ) « / { J exp I
f 2x1 <x,-x,+x,)p1

i dp ) 6 <x,-x>dx

“ h / 6 <x,-x,+x,> 5<x,-x>dx,

<1. 3)

where 6 (x,-x> le thè elgenfunctlon of thè posltlon 

operator x, correapondlng to thè coordinate x for 

partlcle 1 and, elmllarly, 6 <x,-Xa+Xo> le thè

elgenfunctlon of thè posltlon operator x» correapondlng 
to thè coordinate x+Xo for partlcle 2. Supposlng thet thè 
result of a meosurement on partlcle 1 Is found at a 

posltlon wlth coordinate x then, we can predlct wlth 

certalnty, wlthout In ony way dlaturblng partlcle 2, that 

a posltlon maasurement on partlcle 2 wlll yleld thè valué 

x+Xo and henee, on thè basls of thè EPR crlterlon of 

phyelcal reallty, we can aay that an almmant of rmality 

corresponda to thè posltlon coordinate of partlcle 2 wlth 

valué x+Xo. Consaquent ly, thè valúes of momentum and 

posltlon pertalnlng to partlcle 2 are two elementa of

Quantum Questiona and Davalopmant of Altamatlva Theoriea
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physical raollty, ragardXaoa of whathar tha maaauramanta 

on partida 2 ara parformad or not. Howavar. according to 

tha doctrina of quantum machanlca. tha poaltlon and tha 

momantum of partida 2 cannot hava almultanaoualy pracl.a 

valúa. .inca x, and (h/2d > 6/6x=. ara non-commuting 

oparatora. Tha.a argumanta laad to tha condualon. a. 

bafora, that tha quantum machanlcal da.crlptlon Is not a 

complot, doacrlptlon of phy.lcal roallty. In ord.r that 

th. thaory b. complot, in th. ..nao d.fln.d by thorn, 

Eln.t.ln, Podolaky and Rosan furth.r suggastad th. 

nacaaslty for tha Introduction of hlddan varlablaa. 
which. It was hopod, at on. and tha sama tima, would 

raotor. d.t.rmlnl.m to physic, and axplaln In a rational 

way th. nonlocality impll.d by th. principia of non- 
saparability.

Howovar. Bohrl*], th. principal protagonist In th. aplc 

d.bat. on this oubj.ct r.J.ct.d th. conclusion of 

Elnstoin. Podol.ky and Rosan, and chall.ng.d th.lr 

argumont r.gardlng th. moaning of “physical roallty". Ho 

summarlzod his position as follow.: “From our point of 

vlaw w. now ... that th. wording of th. abov.-mantlonad 

crlt.rlon of physical r.ality propos.d by Eln.t.ln. 
Podolsky and Rosan contain, an ambiguity aa rogards tha 

moaning of axprosalon without in any w., dimturbing a 
.y.t.-“ whan It 1 . appiisd to quantum phonomona. In 

accordanc. with Bohr*, argumant. with r.gard to th. EPR

Quantus Quastlons and Dovalc^Mnt of Altamatlva Thaorloa
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thought expariment, If one makaa a maasuranant of, aay, 

tha poaltion of tha particle 1, than It would “allow an 

essentially uncontrollable oiomentum" to pass from the 

particle 1 Into tha measuring device so that we have "cut 

oursalvaa off from any future possibility of applying the 

law of conservation of momentum to the system • . • . and 
therefore have lost our only basis for an unambiguous 

application of the Idea of momentum In predictions 

behaviour of the second particle (particle 
2>". On the other hand, If we choose to measure the 

momentum of one of the particles, “we lose through the 

uncontrollable displacement Inevitable In such a 

measurement any possibility of deducing from the 

behaviour of this particle the position of the measuring 

device relative to the rest of the apparatus, and have 

thus no basis whatever for predictions regarding the 
location of the other particle", rie continued saying; “of 

course there Is In a case like that Just considered no 

question of mechanical disturbance of the system under' 

Investigation during the last critical staga of the 

measuring procedure. But even at this staga there Is 

*****'*^*^^y question of an Influence on the very

conditions which define the possible types of predictions 
regarding the future behaviour of the system. Since these 

conditions constitute an Inherent element of the 

description of any phenomena to which the term phymicml 

rmality can be properly attached, we see that the

Quantua Qusstlons and Davalopeant of Altamatlvs Theorlaa 10
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argumontatlon of tha mantlonad authors dosa not Justify 

thair conclusion that quantum mechanical dascription ia 

osaentially incomplate». He maintained that meaauramant 

on particle 1 does not produce a direct mechanical 

disturbance on tha physical reality pertaining to 

particle 2. but changea our knowledge about the system. 

He then pointed out that the whole reellstic viewpoint is 

inapplicable to microscopic systems and the term phymlcal 
rmality could not be used to describe an observed object 

in isolation, but could only be applied meaningfully to 

the observed object and measuring apparatus together 

regarded as an indlvimibla uholm. He concluded that the 

quantum mechanical deecription of physical rsality is 
complete.

t . t . 2  Davmlopmant o f  Hiddmn -  Vmriablmm Thmorlam and thm 
D la c o v a r y  o f  B m l J ’ m Thmormm

A number of theories have been Invented in an attempt to 

provide a viable alternative formulation of quantum 

mechanics. The theories ars callsd hiddmn-variablam 
thaoriam. Advocates of thess theories try to sxpleln the 
statistical predictions of quantum Mchanlca by 

introducing new variables corresponding to underlying 
deterministic substructures in its squations.

In 1932, von NsumannC5) propossd a theorem which proved 

the impossibility of a dstermlnlstIc hidden variables

Quantus Questions and Developeont of Altamatlve Theorlas 11
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completion of quantum mechanlce. He stated that “we need 

not go any further into the mechaniem of the hidden 
varleble parametere since we now know thet the 

established results of quantum mechanics cen never be re- 

derlved with their help“. In this way von Neumann 

effectively stifled further development of hidden- 

variables theories and greatly supported the acceptance 

of the Copenhagen Interpretation of quantum mechanics. 

Howevar. In 1951. Bohmt6) developed a hidden variables 

Interpretation of quantum mechanics and claimed that von 

Neumann's proof was not applicable to this case since the 

hidden variables were assumed to be dependent on both the 

atete of the observing system and the measuring 

apparatus. In this theory, hidden variables which are 

experimentally undetectable, ware assumed to be necessary 
to provide a complete description of a physical reality 

In addition to a quantum mechanical wavefunction. He also 

proved that hidden-variables theories were unsble to 

avoid the necessity for non-locality In their formulation 

If they were to give the same predictions as quantum 

mechanics. About the same time. In his book, Bohmt7 ] put 

forward the argument In terms of a system with discrete, 

rather than a continuous, distribution of states. He 

considered a spin-zero system which dissociates Into two 

spin-half systems, where each component of the spin can 

only take a discrete value. Subsequently, Bohm and 

AharonovtBl consldarad the problem with reference to the

Quantum Questions and Dsvolopmant of Alternativo Theories 12
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maasuremanta of tha polarization corralatlon of tha two 

ir-roy photons, rasultlng from tha annihilation of para

positronium, carried out by Wu and ShaknovC9J. Their 

experimental results clearly refuted tha suggestion made 

by SchrBdlngerClOJ and FurrytUJ that tha state vector 

describing the two-photon pairs might decay spontaneously 
into a mixture of states, and that, hence, the strength 

of the correlation of tha two-photon pairs might 

eventually diminish when the photons separated from one 

another by a distance greater than tha coherence length 

of the wave packets associated with tha emitted photons. 

More recently, a series of more sophisticated experiments 

has confirmed the observation of Wu and Shaknov.

In 1964, a major discovery took place when Belli 121 

carried out an analysis and derived an Inequality for a 

system of two spin-half particles as described by Bohm. 

after realising that the assumptions of von Neumann were 

unduly restrictlveUSl. The now celebrated Bell's 

Inequality exposed In a clear quantitative manner the 
real nature of the conflict between the predictions of 

quantum mechanics and those of local realistic theories 
which exist. in the EPR type of experiment. The

Inequality showed! 14] that no realistic theories 

(stochastic or deterministic hidden-variables theories), 
satisfying tha locality condition, could reproduce all 

the statistical predictions of quantum mechanics. If the

Quantum Questions and Davalopaant of Alternative Theories 13
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in.quallty i. vlolatad. then one can explain the 

experiments only by giving up locality, if realism and a 

free use of Induction are to be retained. Therefore, the 

world can either be In agreement with quantum theory or 
It can permit the existence of a local theoryj both 

possibilities are not allowed. The choice lies with 
experiment.

The original analysis of Bell assumed Ideal systems and 

therefore cannot be tested In a real experimental 

situation. However. It was then extended by Clauser. 

Horne. Shlmony and Holt <CHSH)C15J and generallzedC1 4} to 

apply to realisable experiments by assuming that the 

photons that are not detected have the same properties as 

those that are detected. This assumption sometimes 

referred to as the no-enhancement hypothesis, which will 
be discussed In more detail later (see • 1.3 ), i, „,de 

necessary by the low efficiency of photon detectors.

Most experimental work In this field has centred on the 

measurement of the polarization correlation of the two- 

photons (In the visible or ultraviolet part of the 

spectrum) emitted In certain atomic cascades In which an 
excited atom decays to a lower energy state via an 

Intermediate state with a finite llfe-tlme. Figure 1. 1 

typlflee the experimental arrangement. For these 

experiments, quantum mechanics predicts a stronger 

correlation between the photon polarization measuremente

Quantum Questions and Developaent of Altamatlva Thsorles 14
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than local realistic theories, as shown in figure 1.2. 

Making the no-enhancement hypothesis and assuming that 

only the relative angle between the transmission axes of 

the polarizers la significant lead to the Freedman form 

of Bell's inequality!163. a simple statement of Bell's 

Inequality, Involving measurements of only three 
coincidence rates:

R<22. 5') - R(67. 5*)
R<o>) < 0. 25 < 1. 4 )

where R(22.5‘) and R<67.5*) are the coincidence rate, 

when the relative angle, between the transmission axes of 

the polarizers are 22.5* and 67. 5 ‘, respectively and R<-> 

Is the rate when both polarizer, are removed. In the 

ideal case, repre.anted in figure 1.2, quantum mechanics 

violates the inequality above, predicting • 0. 3 5 4.

However, In a real experiment, several factors act to 

reduce the strength of the quantum mechanically predicted 

correlations; In certain circumstance, to the extent that 

a violation of the Inequality above can no longer be 

expected to take place. The efficiencies of the 

polarizer, and the finite solid angle of detection are 

the two main factor. which reduce the expected 

correlation in this way. Local realistic theories 
generally founder In the light of the result, of the

Quanto. Questlona and Development of Altmiiatlv. Theories 15
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SOURCE

\  ' /
LINEAR POLARIZERS

Figure 1. 1. The nost conmon experlaental arrangemtnt used for 

two photon polarization corralatlon maasuraaants. 
D1 and 02 are photomultipliars.

Figure 1.2. Coaparlion of local realUtic and quantue 

aachanlcal pradlctiona for Ideal expariaents.
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experiments performed to date (discussed In detail In 

8 1.2). It Is important to note hero that,

1) although the photon appears to bo Influenced by a 

distant apparatus In all the experiments performed, it 

Is not the kind of Influence which can be used to 

transmit information or signals from one place to 

another. Therefore. If this Influence cannot be used 

to carry Information, then It is not In direct 
conflict with the relativity theory,

and,

2) if the concept of an Independent or external reality 

is to be retained, as a possible explanation of the 

experimental results, then the quantum mechanical 

concept of non-separability Is a necessary property of 

that Independent reality, albeit a counterintuitive 
property.

Quantum Questions and Davelopment of Altematlva Theoriea 17
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& 4 aSIEE SURVEY QE PREVIOUS EXPERliCMTAi. work

In this sactlon wa shall ravlaw tha sarles of expariments 

which have bean parformad recently, using low-energy 

photons, to test the Inequality of the type originally 
proposed by Belli 123.

Frm»dman and Clausarl 17, 18} (19721

The extension of the proof of Bell to a resllzabla system 

by Clauser, Horne, Shlmony and Holt led to a first 

experimental tast between the prediction of quantum 

mechanics and that of local hidden variable theories by 
Freedman and Clausar. In this exparlment tha 3d4p«P, 

stata of calcium In a baam, whosa danslty was « 3 x 10> • 

cm->, was axcltad by radiation from a dautarlum arc lamp 

<X - 227.5 nm). Tha polarization corralation was measured 
for the two photons of wavelengths 551.3 nm and 422.7 nm 

emitted In Ap>>5„ - 4s4p«P, - 4s»«So caacade In calcium. 

The two photons were analysed by pile-of-plates 
polarizers whose transmission efficiencies were » 97 ». 

The value of q - 0.300 ± 0.008 was obtained in clear

violation of tha Freadman form of Bell's Inequality and 

in good agreement with the prediction of quantum 
mechanical theory qom ■ 0.301 t 0.007.

A Brief Survey of Previous Experimental Work 18
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11> Holt and PlpklnC191 <19731

In this «xporlmont the zero nuclear-spin Isotope ‘»»Hg 
was excited to the 9*P, state by a 100 eV electron bean. 

The excited atoms decoyed via the 9‘P, - 7»s, - 6»P„ 

cascade emitting two photons with wavelengths X > 567.6 

nm and 404.7 nm. Calclte typo polarizers, which possess a 

much better extinction ratio than plle-of-plates 

polarizers. were used although their tranemlssion 

efficiency Is not particularly high. The experimental 

results did not in fact. In this case, violate Bell's 

inequality. The value of q was found to be equal to 0.216 

t 0.013. whereas on the basis of quantum mechanics r,«.„ . 

0.266. However, It was discovered later that there were 

stresses In one lens, due to an Improper mounting. Such 

streasea may have cauaed a systematic error In the 

experiment. Another crltlclam Is that Holt and Pipkin may 

have underestimated the solid angle ueed In their 

calculation, but the discrepancy has never been fully 
explained.

1111 C1ausar <19761

ClauserC20] repeated thè experlment performed by Holt and 

Plpkln, dlscussed above, using thè same ceecada and same 

excltation mechanlsm. However. Inataad of ualng thè 

isotope ‘»»Hg and calcite polarlzers, thè aven Isotope 

»•*Hg of mercury and pile-of-plates polarlzers were used.

A Brief Survey of Previous Experimental Work 19
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Quantum machanlcally. it is axpactad that n«» - 0. 2841 

whereas the experimental result gave t\ - 0.2885 ± 0.0093 

in violation of Bell’s inequality. Clausert21) also 

measured the circular polarization correlation and found 
t) » 0. 235 t 0. 025 which is to be compared with the 

quantum mechanical prediction r,«.» - 0. 252. Thua. this 
result cannot provide a declalve test of Bell's 

Inequality. even though. it is clear that within the 

limits of experimental error, this result agrees with 
quantum mechanics.

Fry and Thoa^onC22} (¡976)

Fry and Thomson investigated the two photons of 
wavelength. 435.8 nm and 253.7 nm emitted in the 
7»S, - 6»P, - 6‘So cascade in the zero nuclear spin 

Isotope •••Hg of mercury. They used plle-of-plates 
polarizers. consisting of two sets of seven plates
symmetrically arranged so as to cancel out the 

displacements of transverse rays. The experimental value 

of r) » 0. 296 1 0. 014 was found to bo in agreement with 

the quantum mechanical prediction. . 0.294 * 0.007
and. clearly. violates Bell's inequality.

V) Aapact, Oranglar and RogarC23J (¡98i)

Aspect. Grangier and Roger used the same source as 

Freedman and Clauser. However, in their case, a dye laser 

beam tuned to 581 nm was used to excite the calcium atom

A Brief Survey of Previous Experisantal Work 20
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to th« 4p*‘So stat« by a non-resonant two-photon 
absorption process. This axparlmsnt produced a 

coincidence rate of abou^ ipo allowing measurements

of 1 » statistical accuracy to be obtained In only 100 s 

counting tine. The experimental value found for t) was 

0.3072 ± 0.0043 In excellent agreement with the quantum 

mechanical prediction - 0.308 ± 0.002 and violating
Bell's Inequality by 13 standard deviations.

Aspect, Grangltr and RogarC24} <i982)

Aspect, Grangler and Roger also performed an experiment 

using the same source as described above but with two- 

channel polarizers Instead of the previous one-channel 

plle-of-plates type. Their results were again In good 
*S'"««“«nt with quantum mechanics.

vii> Aapact, Dalibard and Rogar <19B2)

It Is important to note that, during the measurements 

described so far, the polarizers wsre fixed at various 

angles for long periods of time. One may then argue that 

the presence of the polarizers, set at particular angles 

would allow the source and polarizers to. In some way, 

sense each others presence via a signal travelling with 

sublumlnal speed and therefore Influence the outcome of 

the correlation measurement. To overcome this objection 

Aspect!251 suggested an experiment. In which the settings 

of the polarizers were changed In a time *d»leh was short
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comparad with tha tima of flight of photona from aourca 

polarlzar. Latar, Aapact, Oallbard and RogarC26] 
performed tha expariment ualng tha aama aourca aa 

daacribed In sactlon <111). Tha reault of thair 

experiment alao violated Bell'a inequality and was in 
agreement with quantum mechanical theory.

viii) Parri», Duncan, Bayar and KlalnpoppanC271 <1985)

In this unique experiment, the only experiment not 

Involving an atomic cascade, an excited atomic deuterium 

source was used. Tha main channel for tha spontaneous da- 

excltatlon of tha 2S„ state of deuterium Is by the 

simultaneous emission of two photons and the results of 

polarization correlation measurement of the two photons 

ware used to test Ball's Inequality. Quantum mechanics 

predicts that - 0.272 ± 0.008. Experimentally, it was 
found that q - 0.268 * 0.010 In violation of Ball's

Inequality but In agreement with tha quantum mechanical 
prediction.
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a. iiJL IME NQ-EWHAMCEM?.trr h y p o t h e s i s

Although tho prediction« of quantum mechanical theory 

have given good agreement with all but one experiment, 

and thus appear to have rendered untenable a local 

realistic view of the world, it still remains for Bell's 

inequalities to be tested in ideal form. Clearly. in 

order to draw any decisive conclusions from the actual 

experimental results, one has to make a subsidiary 
assumption, either in the CHSH formClSl: If a pair of 

photons emargam from tha two polarizara tha probability 

of thalr Joint datactlon la Indapandent of tha 

orlantatlon of tha polarizara' axes, or, as stated by 

Clauser and Horne, in the formClil: For avary atomic 

amlaalon, tha probability of a count with a polarizar In 

placa la not largar than with tha polarizar ramovad. The 

assumption in either form is necessary due to the 
following reasons;

1> The detection efficiency of photomultipliers in the 

ultraviolet and visible part of the spectrum is low.

2> The solid angle subtended by the detection system at 
the source is finite.

In practice, only a very small fraction of 
emitted photon pairs is actually detected. We must then 

assume that the presence of the polarizers does not

The No-Enhanceeant Hypothesis 23
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introduce any bia. into tha detection probability for 

photon pairs. Although many physicists might regard such 

an assumption as more or less self evident however, from 

a purely logical point of view, no experiment to date can 

be considered to have provided grounds for a completely 

unequivocal rejection of local realism. Indeed some 

author8i28-3A) have effectively taken tha view that the 

experimental result. are strong evidence for the

existence of a new physical phenomenon, enhancement. In 
the detection process.

i. 3. 1 Lt>cBl Rmalimtic Modmlm

Many local realistic model. Invoking enhancement have 

been suggested. For example recently Marshall and 

Santost281 produced a model in which they assumed that 

the two photon, emitted by the source were classical 

wave-packet. with well defined inten.ltle. and 

polarization. They suggested that these weak light signal 
undergo stochastic changes In Intensity, m  addition to 

the normal change In polarization. In their Interaction 

with optical devices. This assumption led to enhancement 

In the detection probability allowing the results of all 

two-photon experiment, so far performed to be explained 

in local realistic term, but at the expense of creating

small deviation. fro. Malue* law In single photon 
physics.
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Mono rocontly Forroro and SantoaI29] producad a local 

raallstlc model with enhancement which makes the same 

prediction as quantum mechanics in all experiments with 
correlated two-photon pairs. Although their approach is 

very implausible it does serve to demonstrate clearly 

that the series of polarization correlation experiments, 
reviewed in the last section, has not strictly eliminated 

the possibility of a local realistic explanation of the 

results and, hence, by its nature, rules out the 

possibility of an empirical decision being made between 

quantum mechanics and local realism in this type of 
experiment.

1 . 3 . 2  Propoamd Expmrim m ntal Tmmtm

It follows that because of the serious implications of 

this debate for our understanding of the nature of 

reality, it is Important to carry out experiments either:

1) in sltuationa where a distinction between the 

predictions of local realism and quantum mechanics 

exists without the need for additional assumptions,
or,

2) in situations where the velldlty of the assumptions 
themselves may be investigated.

An example of the flret approach, where, without the need 

for any additional assumptions, the predictions of local 

realistic theories disagree with those of quentum

The No-Enhanceeant Hypothesis 25
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mechanics, was proposed by Garucclo and Sellerie 30], They 

showed how, for a certain class of local realistic modal, 

all existing results Involving single photon physics and 

two polarizer experiments could be explained In local 

realistic terms. Moreover, they also demonstrated that If 

an additional polarizer was Inserted In one detection arm 

of the apparatus, a finite and measurable difference 

between the predictions of local realism and quantum 

mechanics should exist. In their approach. In addition to 

a polarization vector I, a detection vector X waa 

attributed to each photon of a pair. Thla detection 

was assumed to be unaffected by passage through 
linear polarizers. The probability of a detection was 

however postulated to be dependent on the angle between X 

and I. In the conventional arrangement, shown In figure 

1. 1, this angle of course, changes as the polarizers are 
rotated relative to each other. Or in other words, a 

particular mechanism leading to enhancement was assumed. 

They demonstrated necessary conflict with quantum 

mechanics In hitherto untested experimental arrangements. 

For thla type of experimental arrangement a model 

proposed by Marshall and SantosC313 suggested the 

possibility of a small deviation from the conventional 

quantum mechanical prediction. Later, uaing the same 

basic ideas. Sellerie 351 developed Inequalities which. In 

principle, could be tested by Inserting half-wave (x/2- 
wave) plates In the two-polarlzer type of experlatent Just

The No-Enhanceaant Hypothesis 26
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in front of tha photomultipliers 01 and 02, shown in 
figure 1. 1.

Assuming that only the relative orientation of the 

polarizers' axes is important and that, insofar as it is 

acceptable to think in terms of individual photons 

emerging from the polarizers, the polarization state of 

each photon is determined by the setting of the polarizer 

through which it has passed, we can expresa the CHSH form 

of the assumption as follows: If a pair of photona 

aaargas from the two polarizara, tha probability of thair 

Joint dataction ia indapandant of tha ralativa angla 

batuaan tha plana of linaar polarization of tha two 

photons Juat prior to dataction. The Garuccio-Sellerl 

approach is based precisely on the denial of this 
assumption.
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t  l i j t  ELAH QE HJE PBEsgiir mduk

In the prevloue section, the propo.ed experimental test, 

of the no-enhancement hypothesis were discussed. These 

Ideas are Investigated In the present work by observing 

the polarlratlon properties of the two-photon emission of 

atomic deuterium. In addition. the two-photon emission 

process In the presence of an electric field la studied 

for the flret time. In chapter two. the two-photon state 

vectora and denalty matrlcaa deecrlblng the two-photon 

polarization atate ara constructad. and the quantum 

mechanical prediction, derived. Chapter three deal, with 

the description. of the apparatus and experimental 

techniques. Chapter four dleplays all the results of the 
experiment, and finally the conclusion, are presented In 
chapter five.

Plan of tbs Prasant Work
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£  £i-i IH£ STATE VECTOR ARE DEMSITY m a t r i x 

IHE ES1.ARIZATIQH STATE q e  TWO-PtifYmwg

The slmplaat atom, atomic hydrogan, continuaa to provlda 

a testing ground for fundamental Ideas In atomic physics 

and quantum mechanics. The two-photon decay of metastabla 

atomic hydrogen was first observed experimentally, at 

Stirling, by O'Connell at aJt36J. Subsequently, Perrle at 

aJC27] studied the linear polarization correlation and 

the results were uaed to test Bell's Inequality. In the 

present work the author reports the measurement of the 

polarization correlations In novel sltuatlona to tost 

further quantum mechanics versus local realism and to 

Investigate the no-enhancement hypothesis. First of all, 

the amission process and the characteristics of the two- 
photone emitted in the decoy of metostable atomic 

hydrogen are discussed then, in sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 

respectively, the construction of the state vector is 
discussed and density matrix approach is developed.

2. f. J T*fo-photon Dmeay of Mmtamtmblm Atemic Hydrogmn

The theory of multi-photon amlsalon was pioneered by 

OOppert-MayerC37J in 1931. She predicted the possibility 

of spontaneous two-photon decay processes. Breit and 
Teller(38], in 1940, first studied the 2S» -» IS» 

transition in atomic hydrogen. Subsequently, several
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authoral39-44] hav. appllad tha thaory to datarmlna tha 

two-photon dacay rata of hydroganlc Iona. Including 

ralatlviatic af factat 45. 461. A hydrogan atom in tha 2*5.. 
(H<2*S..)) atata cannot raadily dacay to tha lowar anargy 

IS» atata, tha ground atata. Thia ia dua to tha fact that 

alactric dipola and alactric quadrupola tranaitiona 

betwean thaaa two statea ara not allowad. Tha anargy 

lavai of tha 2S» stata, dua to tha Lamb shift, lias 

mlightly abova that of tha 2P» atata. Sinca tha anargy 

diffaranca is amali, howavar, tha probability of 

spontanaous amission by a cascada procaaa, involving tha 

saquantial amission.of two photons, via tha 2P» stata, is 

nagligibly amaJi. Tha lifatima -c of this procasa i. 

about 5 X 10» at 41]. Tha 2S» stata can al.o dac.y by tha 

simultanaoua amission of two alactric dipola photons 2El 

or by tha amiasion of a singla magnatic dipola photon Mlj 

tha lattar affact baing aignificant only whan 

ralativlatic affacta ara important such as in tha casa of 

hydroganlc ions with high atomic numbar Z. For a 

hydroganlc ion of low Z, tha dacay rata IsC 46] 8.229 Z* 

a * for 2E1 transitions and about 2.496 x 10-* Z‘• a-‘ 

for Ml transitiona. Tharafora, for H<2S»>, tha Ml 

transition rata is »rngliglblm with x  - 4 x 10« s. 

wharaas tha lifatima via tha 2E1 dacay la ralativaly 

mhort with X  - 0.1215 a. Tha contribution to tha dacay 

of highar ordar two-photon multipolo modos of dacay such 

as E1-M2, 2M1, 2E2 ate. aro also insigni fi ca/itt 441.
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Hanca. H(2S)*> dacaya prlnarily by tha almultanaoua 

amission of two photons with a total anargy of 10.2 aV. 

Flgura2.1 shows tha spactral distribution of tha two- 

photons; aach photon can hava any anargy ranging from 0 

to 10.2 aV. Tha distribution is symmatrlc about 5.1 aV 

(2*3 nm> on an anargy scala. It follows that tha 

polarization state of the two-photons can bo analysed in 

air using relatively simple lenses and pllo-of-platas 

polarizers, whereas all other hydroganlc two-photon decay 

processes produce photons of higher energy where it is 

to measure polarization directly.

Figure 2. 1 Theoretically predicted two-photon apectral 

distribution for aetastable hydrogen.
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Th« two-photon tran.ltlon can ba daacribad thaoratlcally 

moat aaaily In tarma of tha acattarlng oparator S which 
la axpandad to aacond ordar In tarma of tha Intaractlon 

Hamiltonian H. batwaan tha atomic alectron and tha 

radiation field. Tha matrix alamant of the aacond ordar 
term batwaan tha Initial and final atata of tha atom plua 

radiation field la then calculated, making uaa of tha 
Intaractlon Hamiltonian H» In tha form

a* I Xl *Hi - - S ?.X +X B 2m <2 . 1>

where a la tha electronic charge, m la tha atomic maaa, P 

la the canonical momentum of tha. electron, and X la the 

vector potential deacrlblng tha radiation field, whoaa 

direction apeclflea tha polarization of the electric 

vector. The laat term of Eq. <2. 1), which la quadratic In 

X, daacrlbea proceaaea Involving an Interchange of two 
photona. Thla term la email duo to the preaence of a* and 

therefore can be neglected. The vector potential X can be 

written aa a auperpoaltIon of creation and annihilation 
operatora a'*’ and a, reapectlvely:

^ “ 2 2  2jV v -a ( <

......................... <2 . 2 )

where a la a unit vector in the direction of 

polarization, o (- i, 2 > repreaenta the two polarization 
atatea, e. la tha pormltlvlty of free apace, and 

the angular frequency and wave vector of the n-th mode.
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*nd V la tha box voluma used to anaura proper 

normallastion. Tha tar«. Involving the annihilation 
operator vanish, since there is initially no photon to be 
annihilated.

By using tha above axprasslon for H. one can writ, tha 

matrix elament describing tha two-photon decay process in 
the form

a* y <FI ̂ «XlPX?! I>
«* '■ i - E

..........<2. 3)
where 11>. | F> describe the initial state and the final

state of tha atom and radiation field together and E. is 

the energy of the initial state. The summation la taken 

over all allowed virtual intermediate states IP> of 
energy E... The term P.X occurs twice in the above 
equation so that two photons ara emitted. If 

I a n d  !«(«..> represant the atomic states of energies 

W.. H, and H. reapectlvaly. tha state vector 11> can be 
written as,

II> ■ IO>l<l'a.> <2. 4)

where initially, there la no photon in the field and tha 

atom is in the initial state l»a.>. The state vector of 
the final state, where in thia case two photon, are 
emitted, is of the form
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hvi

Flgura 2.2

hv> hv. hv.

Fajrnaan diagrams rsprasantlng tha spontanaous 
siaultanaous amission of two-photons.

IF> -  l g , , a , > l g ^ . a , > l  <2. 5)

which dascribas tha stata In which tha two-photons hava 
momantum it, and fi* corrasponding to photon anargias hv, 

and hva raspactivaly, and tha atom is in tha stata I <’,«>. 

Tha virtual intarmadiata stata IP> takas tha form.

IP> -  1^,  , a ,  >l*i'p.> o r  l i , ,  a ,  >)<»',.> <2. 6)

Tha amission process of tha two-photons can ba

illustratad by tha Faynman diagrams shown in figura 2.2, 

which damonstrata that tha two-photons con ba amittad in 

•Ithmr ordmr laading to tha two tarms in tha final 

•’‘praasion for tha probability par sacond A<v,)dv, for 

tha spontanaous, simultanaous amission of two-photons 

with ona photon in tha ranga dv, in tha naighbourhood of 

fraquancy v, . Making tho dipola approximation and

changing from tha dipola valocity to tha dipola langth 
form of tha matrix alamant wa obtaint361
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A<v,>dv, K l i
W, - - hv,

W, - W_ hv.

whera tha conatant K -
............. 7)

1024n*a*vfvJ/c‘,

and tha doubla bar ovar A<v,) Indlcataa that tha avaraga 

la takan ovar tha dlractlona of propagation and ovar tha 

polarization dlractlona. It la Important to nota that tha 

ayatam navar raally aaaumaa tha virtual Intarmadlata 

atataa and tha two-photona ara, In fact. amltted 

almultanaoualy, although tha Faynman dlagrama and tha 

thaoratlcal axpraaalon for tha tranaltlon probability 

suggaat that tha photona ara amlttad ona aftar tha othar. 
Tha Intarmadlata atataa ara Introducad puraly for 
purpoaaa of tha mathaaatlcal calculation.

Z. t. 2 Stmtm Factor Rmprmmmntmtlim of thm Tiio-phoion Pairm

Tha atata vactor of a photon pair amlttad. tn

dlamatrlcally oppoalta dlractlona. from tha dacay of 

matastabla atomic hydrogan which la In a atata of zaro 

angular momantum bafora and aftar amlaalon. may ba

conatructad aa followa: Flrat. conaldar flgura 2.3. which 

damonatrataa tha Important tranaltlon routaa. with
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nucl.ar and alactronlc spins naglactad. sinca tha 

elactrlc dipola oparator Is diagonal in nuclaar and 

alactronic spin, as pointad out by Brait and Tallert38). 

For tha processas wa ara considaring. tha transition 
2S« -« IS., involvas no not angular momantum along the 

common axis of the photon pair. In addition, the initial 

and final atomic states ara both of even parity so that.

^  parity operator for which P | R < 1 )> > IL<2>>.
PlL(l>> » IR<2>> etc. we require P I '!'> » + I <!'>

Figure 2.3 Energy levai dlagraa of thè flrst two levala of 

atoBlc hydrogen neglectlng hyperfine structura (not 

to scala). Tha two photons frequancy v, and va can 

bava any anergy provldad hv, ♦ hv* ■ 10.2 aV. Tha 
Isportant dacay aodes are shown.
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corraapondlng to aven parity. Thua from parity and 

angular monentun conaervatlon prlnclplaa, one can create 

the two-photon state vector. In a circular polarization 
basis, as

I4<> -  l / / 2 [ l R < l ) > e | R ( 2 ) >  + I L < l ) > e i L < 2 ) > ]  <2. 6>
The state vector above applies also to the two-photon 

pair emitted from a J - 0 - 1 - 0 atomic cascade. Quantum 

mechanically, a measurement with circular polarizers, 

causes the state vector In Eq. <2.8> to collapse Into 

either one of the states IR<l>>eiR(2)> or IL<1>>ei L<2>>. 

each possibility occurring with a probability of a half. 

For a plane wave, hellclty la a good quantum number thus 
both photons have either negative hellclty as In the 

atete IRU>>eiR(2)> or positive hellclty as In state 

IL<1>>*IL<2>>. However. In the case of an odd parity 

system, 1. e. for a system In which a change of parity 

takes place In the transition process, PI Ÿ> « - | >p>, the 
state vector takes the form

I1'> -  l / / 2 [ l R < l ) > e t R < 2 ) >  -  I L < l ) > e ( L ( 2 ) > ]  ( 2 . 9 )
which represents. for example. the state vector 
describing the two-photons emitted In a l-*0

atomic caacade, and tha slnglat state of para-posltronlum 

annihilation where the parity of the Initial state Is odd 
and the final vacuum state is even.
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In the case where the two-photons propagate along + 2 and 

2 directions then Eq. <2.8> can easily be transformed 
into an expression Involving the linear polarlxation 

basis states, Ix> and Iy>, by using the relations

IR> « 1//2 (lx> + ily>) and I L> » 1//2 ( - I x> + H  y>) 
whence,

!'»'> « V/2[l x<n>S| x<2>> + I y<l>>SI y(2>>] (2.10)

The state vector (♦>, it should be remarked, la Invariant 

with respect to rotation about the propagation or 

detection axis. It is also important to note that the 

two-photons described by the state vector I ♦> above, have 

an undefined polarixatlon state prior to measurement. By 

carrying out a measurement with linear polarlxers, the 

state vector collapses to Ix<1>>SI x<2>> or Iy<1>>SI y (2)>, 
instantaneously tdien either one of the photons is first 

analysed and detected, irrespective of the separation 
between them and of the choice of x or y direction which 

is arbitrary with respect to rotation about the axis of 

propagation. Thus, the result of a polarisation 

measurement of the photon by a detector on one side can 

be considered to determine Inmtantanmoutly the result for 

the other photon of the pair, despite the fact that the 

detection events are space-like separated in the 
relativistic sense.
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2. 1 .3  Dm nm lty M a t r i x  K apraa m ntatl€ xt o f  thm T ixy-p h o ton  
P a irm

Tha stata vactor which deacrlbas tha two-photon emission 

of matastable atomic hydrogan (or deutarlum) discussed 

earlier can also bo roprosontad In tha matrix formulation 

(dascrlbad In dotall in tha appondlx) in the following 
way (cf. Eq. (2. 10) )

I *>
•k ; h ; i ■ [ : h ; i <2. 11)

and the adjoint state Is

0 ) 0 ( 1<♦' - /I {< »

( O 1 )0 ( 0 ( 2 . 12)

In Eqs. (2. 11) and (2. 12) above and In the following 

dlscuoslons, tha matrices describing photon 1 (photon 2) 
are always placed on tha left hand side (the right hand 

side) of a. Therefore, In the I x> and I y> basis we have 

the density matrix which describes the two-photon pairs

f> • IVX1>I

■ l/'/'2{(l x(l )>OI x(2)> ♦ I y (1 )>OI y (2)> )

(<x(l)IO<x(2)l + <y(l)IO<y(2)l))

(2. 13)
In the matrix formulation, we have
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f:» - U

L 1 0 J L 1

Evaluating tha direct product, we obtain
C2. 14)

<2. 1S>

or, slnllarly, in a circular polarization basis, I <l<> and 
<*1 take the forms, respectively

I4'>

and <V\ ■ ,g {< 1 1 )•< I - 1  )

< 1 -1 )e< 1 1 )}
..........................<2. I6>

These expreselons lead to a density matrix p  which 

describes tha two-photon pairs In circular polarization 
bases as,

f> “ 1/2 (l R U  )><R1| > I ei R(2>XR(2> I +

IL(l>><L<l>ieiL(2>XL<2>l +
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IR a > > < L a > l« IR < 2 ) X L ( 2 > |  

IL(1>><R<i>(»(l <2)XR<2>I )

which. .qulvalantly. can ba writt.n In th. matrix 
formulation aa

L-1 1 J L 1 1 J L-1 1 J

■ 1 -1 • ■ 1 1 • ■ 1 1 ■ ■ 1 -1 •
• + •

-1 -1. . I -1 . . i -1 . -i -1 .
(2. 17)

which raducaa also to tha form of Eq. <2. 1 5 >.

In tha abova diacusalona. tha danalty matrix p  is. of 
coursa. normallzad such that Tr<p) ■ i.
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ft 2ii WAMTUM tBCHAWlCAL REPRESBfrATlOM OP AWAi.Y«tBB<t

The two photons under study encounter one or more devices 

<snalysars> which change their state of polarization. 

This eaction is devoted to the construction of quantum 

mechanical oparatorm to represent the non-ideal analysers 

used in the present experimental work. The effect of such 

devices on the two-photon density matrix (developed in 

• 2. 1) will be discussed in the next section <8 2. 3>.

3a 3, 1 normal Davicaa

In quantum mechanics, the action of a device L on a 

system represented by a state vector I ni> can be described 

in terms of an operator 1 acting on | y> to give a new 

state vector If*>. in particular, a polarizer can be 

represented by a linear operator 1 with two orthonormal 

eigenvectors, ll,> and U*>, vrtilch form a complete set, 

with non-degenerate eigenvalues I,  and la.  Thus,

and l l i , >  -  l , l l , >

...................<2 . 18 )

where 1, and 1* are generally complex numbers. In this 
case, I is a normal operator, in the sense that, it 
commutes with its adjoint so that
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<2. 19)

In torms of ll,> and I we can construct projection
operators P, and as follows,

and

I I . X I . I

I I,XI, I

............................. <2 . 20 )

The operators P, and P^ are thus Hermitian and P, P^ 

• 1, where t represents the identity operator. Thus, in 

terms of P, and P^ vrtiich form a complete set, the 
operator 1 can be written as

<2 . 21 )

The action of a device, represented by I, on a beam 

described by a density matrix p  is to transform the 

polarization state of the beam to a new state vdiose 
density matrix is p W h e r e

P  ' - I p  1 <2. 22)

The trace operation then yields the final intensity of 
the beam

Tr<p*> - II.I^TrlP.pP,) ♦ I 1, I ̂ Tr <P,p P, )

+ l.irTr<P,pP.) + ifl.TrCP.pP,)

......... (2. 23)
The last two terms of the above equation vanish, since 

the trace of the product of operators is invariant when a
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cyclic parmutation la parformad on thaaa oparatora 
(l.a. Tr<oev> - Tr<BY«x) - Triyae)) and P, and form an 
orthonormAl s«t.

2, 2, 2 Llnm^r Pol^rixmrm

For a llnaar polarizar, I, and I-, m  Eq. (2. 16) give tha 

complax amplltudaa for tranamiaalon for light parallal 

and parpandicular. raapactIvaly. to tha tranamiasion axia 
of tha polarizar. It followa that 11,1» a e„ and Hal» a 

e„, whara tha quantltiaa c„ and e„ ara tha tranamiasion 

afflclanciea of tha polarizara for light polarizad, 
raspactlvaly, parallal to and parpandicular to thair 
tranamisslon axaa. For an Idaal linaar polarizar 1 1 ,1 » «
1 and I iai ' > 0.

Now tha projection oparatora of a linaar polarizar with 

tranamisalon axla making an angla e with x-axis, taka tha 
f orm

and

1-COS26

-ain2e

-sin2e

l'»'Cos2e .

......... <2. 24)
Hanca, on substituting tha above axprasslons for P, and 
Pa in Eq. <2. 21), wo find
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<l,+i,)+<»,-l,)coa28 <I,-I,)aln2e 

)sin2 e <».+»,>-<»,-l,>coa2e .

and

U,+i,) + a,-â,)coa2e a,-l*)aln2e ■

<lf-l*)aln2 e <ir+l*>-<lf-l*)coa20 .

..........<2. 25>
Ona may alao wrlta I in tarma of tha two dlmanalonal 
Pauli aplnor matrix formulation as,

• “ + ï»a>

..........<2. 26>
I, » TrU) - 1  ̂ + 1 ^

«nd ï « TrOo)

Tha componants of Pauli matrlcaa o„. and a. of 9 ara 
daflnad in tha appandlx.

Tha componants of ? ara

<1 , - I,)sln2 e, 1 - 0,

and, “ <*, - l,>coa29

2. 2. 3 T W  Linmmr Polmrixmrm Plmcmd in Snrimm

Lat tha aystam of two llnaar polarizara placad In aarlaa 

ba rapraaantad by a quantum machanlcal oparator 1. By
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writing Eq. <2.2 2 ) in tha for« of Pauli aplnor 

tha following axpraaalon for p ' la obtalnad.
«atrlcaa

<2. 27)

whara P la tha PolncarA vactor (ef. Eq. <A. 25) in tha 

*PP**^^^^)* Evaluation of tha product glvaa

f»' - gti.ir ♦ Í.Í* ♦ I.?.?* + + 1 Í * « i.ji]

♦ ♦ |*i ♦ 1 Í K Í* ♦ « jt

+ I I , ?  K Í *  + Í * / . ?  ♦  t í * . ?  -  t . t * ? ]

.......... <2. 28)
Nota that tha following thaorana wara uaad In avaluatlng 
tha abova axpraaalon;

1 > a » (? K Y> - (a*Y>? - (a*?>Y * <2.2 9 )

2 > (a.AXa*?) - (3.Í) ♦ l3<3 K g) <2.30)

Slnca vfa ara only Intaraatad In tha Intanalty, it la 

nacaaaary to avaluata tha traca of p  • abova. Wa obtain

Tr<p') - l<i,|* ♦ Í.Í» + i^jl.t» + ^ ^

..........<2. 31)
noting that Tr<o1 - 0, and that, hanca, tar«a llnaar In 

9 vanlah. For a ayataa conalatlng of two llnaar 

B «nd C, placad In aarlaa, wa hava

* “ <2.32)
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and by rewriting 1 . B and C abova in Pauli aplnor matrix 

form, the following ralatlona can be aatabliahad:

and 1

» |<c,B, + 2»3)

“ |[b , 2  + c,3 + i <2 K i>]

Let the tranamiasicn
......... <2. 33)

axes of polarizers B and C make an
angle <6 > and <6 + o> with the x-axla, reapactlvely.
Then, in th« sanw way as discussed in relation to
Eq. <2. 26), f Ind that

B. - B. ^ B,, ®x “ ■ B,).ln2B,
By • 0, ®z " ■ B,)c o.2B,

c. - c. + c.. “ C,)sln2 <6+a).
cy - 0, Cj “ <C, - C, )coa2 <64a).

......... <2. 34.)
Tha quant it la. to.nd ?. m  Eq. <2.3 3 ) can b. r.wrltt.n, 

by vlrtua of tha relatione in <2. 3 4) abova, in tha 
following way,

“ |[<B, + B,XC, + C,) + <B, - B,XC, - C,)coa2a]

^  ̂ “ Cj ) (lain2 <B+a) + kcoa2 <B4a> )

~ 4 C, >(iain2B ♦ kcoa2B )

- KB, - B,XC, - C,)i.ln2«]

......... . 35)
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whara i. J and k ara unit vactora In cartaalan 

coordlnataa. Finally. tha axpllclt axpraaalon for tha 

Intensity of the beam In terms of tha parameters of the 

polarizers can be obtained by aubstltutlng Eq. <2.3 5> In 
Eq. (2. 31), whereupon, we find

+ 5^S^cos2o

+ P,[S„5.^8ln2Pcos2a+6„Sc8ln2a+2IB, I IB,I6^cos2Bsln2acosa] 

t- P, [2IB, I IB, I6.,sln2aslna] + P, [S„6.,cos2Bcos2a 

+ 5„S^cos2B - 2IB,IIB,l6^sln2Bsln2«cosa] )

<2. 36>
where B, « IB,Ie> • 1

and

S. - IB.I 2 +

Se - IC,|2 + ic,|2,

» “ - Sa.

B, -  IB , le^**,

IB.I^ - IB,|2 . 

ic.|2 - IC,|2.

This equation tells us the effect of passing a beam of 

light through two non-ideal linear polarizers, providing 

that we know the state of polarization of the Incident 
light (P,. P3 and P, defined in the appendix, cf. 

Eq. <A.25) ) and tha propartlaa of the polarizara.
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2, 2, 4 ^etar*dar*

cosce ' ’-slna
(cosa , alna) + e^*

. sina , a coma .

For a ratardar with tha famt diractlon making an angla a 

with tha x-axls the oparator R which dascrlbec the 
retardation Is

<-alna , cosa)

......... <2. 37)
Tha slow diractlon. perpendicular to tha fast direction, 

is that diractlon In which tha phase la retarded by angla 

•, where a > 0, and corraeponds to tha diractlon of 

shortened wavelength, and large Index of refraction and 

wave number. In Pauli spinor matrix form. Eq. <2.37) reads

R |{<1 + e^*) + <1 - e^*) (Oj^sln2a + a cos2a)) <2. 38)^ ' X ---- -2'
It can be shown that the product of R with Its adjoint R» 
forma a unitary oiatrlx;

tRR' - X 

2. 2. 5 Circular Polarizara

<2. 39)

Let a retarder be followed by a linear polarizer, aligned 

In the x-dlrectlon (0 - 0. cf. Eqe. <2.25) and (2.38)).

Then, the operator representing the combination Is given 
by

IR - i[a.+ l.)U + e^') + (1. - - .f>cos2aJ
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* *,><» + + <1, + i,xi - •^•)cos2a]a^

* j i « * ! -  «, )  <l-«^*>»ln2ot]l<7y + j ( < l , +  1, )  < l-e^ *),in 2 o ]a^
....................................<2 . * 0 )

In the case of an Ideal circular polarizer, one has a 

X/4-wave plate with a retardation of a - n/2 set with Its 

fast direction at o - n/4 followed by a perfect linear 

polarizer for which I, - 1 and 1. - o. The above
expression then reduces to

«R.
I + 1 1 -  1

0
(2. 41>

where is the X/4-wave plate operator. The effect of 

this combination on circularly polarized light la that It 

allows laft hand circularly polarized light to be 

transmlttad but filters out right hand circularly 

polarized light, hence acting as a left hand circular 

polarizer. For right hand circularly polarizad light the 
corresponding operator can be written as

IR..
1 + 1 -  <1 -  1>

0 .
(2. 42>

In general, whan the transmisalon axis of the linear 

polarizar la set at angla 6 wlth the x-axis. a parfect 

circular polarizar can be representad by (cf. Eqs. <2.25)
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and (2. 38) ),

a -f i> < H c o s 2e > » a - l ) e l n 2e t (1-1)1 a - l > c o s 2e '» a f i> s in 26
IRt

. t a - l ) t ( l - l ) c o s 2 S - f ( i - f i ) s i n 2 e  < l t i ) ( l - c o s 2 e > i( l - l ) 8 l n 2 e
......... <2. *3)

where the angle a - 9 ± n/4. Here IR^ represents a left 

hand circular polarizer and 1R_ represents a right hand 
circular polarizer.
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& 2i ^  QUAHT\m m e c h a n ic a l  p r e d ic t io m s

The quantum mechanical predictions for certain 

described by the configuration of figure 1. 1 

are well known. However, there la no theoretical 

prediction for the experimental sat up employed In this 
work. In this section, detailed quantum mechanical 

calculations are made to predict the outcomes of the 

measurements carried out In the present research. The 

quantum mechanical operators obtained In the last section 

(S 2. 2) will be applied to the density matrix, developed 

In S 2. 1, describing the two-photon state, to determine 

the effect of polarizers, rotators and retardation plates 

on the state of polarization of photons. We shall later 

compare these quantum mechanical predictions with the 

actual experimental results of the two-photon 

polarization correlation measurements described in 
chapter ♦, after aubstltutlona of the measured values of 
the optical parameters obtained In chapter 3.

2.3.1 Polarixation Corrmlmtion Analymmd by TWo Linmar 
Polarizara and a k/2-Wava Plata

To investigate the effects on the polarization 

correlation measurement of the Insertion of an achromatic 

\/2-wave plate In one detection arm between polarizer B 

and the adjacent photomultiplier (as shown In figure 4. 1 )
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wa calculate aa follows; Initially, the Incident beam la 

characterized by the density matrix p ,  developed In 

8 2. 1 (cf. Eq. <2. 14) ). The polarizers and the X/2-wave 

plate transmit a beam characterized by the density matrix 

p U s i n g  the operators A and B to denote the effect of 

linear polarizers A and B, respectively, and letting the 

effect of the X/2-wave plate be represented by the 

operator R„, then the following expression con bo written 
for p  '

^  “ A • Rfc* ^ (A • R,* B)^ (2. 4 4)

In practice the transmission axis of polarizer A waa 
aligned fixed along the x-axls, and the fast axis of the 

X/2-wave plate and the transmission axis of polarizer B 

were rotated through angles 6 /2 and 6, respectively. 
Therefore, consulting Eq. <2.25) we can write the

operators representing polarizer A In the form

"A, 0 * r a*A, 0

and A^ «
.0 A, .

a :.

<2. 45)
and the operators representing polarizer B as 

<B,+B,)+<B,-B,)cos20 <B,-B,)sin26 ‘

»■ I
• <B,-B,)sln20 <B,+B,)-(B,-B,)cos20 .
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and

<B*+B*)+(B*-B*)c o s20 <Bf-B*>aln20

<B*-B*)8ln26 ^B,+B*>-<B*-B*>coe20 .

............<2. 46)
We are only Interested in the Joint probability of 

detactlon which la proportional to the trace of the 

matrix p '  in Eq. <2. 45). Evaluating the trace, by 

applying the rule of cyclic permutation and knowing that 
(cf. Eq. <2. 39) )

R.R.; <2. 47)

It followe that the terma involving the operator R„ will 

not appear In the final expreeslon which means in turn 

that the Inserted X/2-wave plate has no effect on the 

polarization correlation meaeurement. Therefore, quantum 
machanically, alteration of the relative angle between 

the plane of polarization of the two photons. Just prior 

to the detection, playe no role In eetabllshlng the 

obeerved linear polarization corralation. The trace 

operation of Eq. <2. 44) glvea ue the normalized intensity 

R<0)/R<«), where R<0) le the Intenelty as a function of 

the angle e and R(») is the Intensity measured with the 

plates of both polarizers removed. In evaluating 
Eq. <2. 44), one has to bear In mind that photon I is 

analysed by polarizer A and photon 2 le analysed by
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polarlrar B and tha X/2-wava plata. Tharafora, tha 

oparator A ia appllad only to tha matrlcaa daacrlblng 

photon 1 (placed on the left hand side of a), whereas tha 

operators B and R» act on photon 2. By making use of 
tha following theorem

Tr < fl,a a . < Tr a ,)< Tr a ,) 

we can arrive at tha following expression

R < e >  1 , ,
R<S) “ >«

(2. 48>

>cos2e

............. *9)
where as daflned In 8 2.2.2, a i a,M. a IA:,I».

.... etc. Since the Insertion of a X/2-wave plate does 

not play any rol. In establishing the result, therefore, 

as expected, tha expression above la the same as the one 

obtained In tha llteraturet 273 for the experiment using 

two linear polarizers alone, apart from the absence of a 

geometrical factor which takes Into account the finite 

solid half-angle subtended by the collecting lenses at 

the source. This factor la negligible here () 0.996) and 

la, therefore. Ignored In establishing the above result 

and, also. In determining the results of the following 
calculations.
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SOURCE

LINEAR POLARIZERS

oriantatlon of tha polarizars with raspact 
to tha x-oxia.

2 . 3 . 2  F o la r X x a t io n  C o r r m Ja tio n  A n a ly s a d  b y  Thru 
P o la r iz a r m .

Lin m ar

Tha sat up of tha axparlmant using thraa llnaar 

polarizars, A, B and C Is shown in flgura 2.4. Tha 

transmission axis of A la along tha x-axls, B makas an 

angla B with tha x-axis and C oiakaa an angla a with B 

(l.a. B4a with tha x-axls). Tha colncldanca rata is than 
proportional to

Trp>' - Tr[ A a C B p  <A a C B)^] <2.50)

Multiplying out ApA» and noting that tha oparator A acts 

only on photon 1 so that tha matrlcas dascrlblng tha 

polarization stata of photon 2 ara laft undlsturbad, wa 
obtain (cf. Eqs.<2.14) and <2.25>)
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ApA^-
a*

- a ,Aj 0 J L i
}

o j  L o  lA, (“J l o  i j

......... <2. 51)
Evaluating the trace involving photon I, the aecond and 

the third terma on the right hand aide of the above 

equation vanlah (cf. theorem <2.*8 ) ). Thua we con write

I A ITrp ' ■
L 0

B^C^>

1 A, 1 ̂
• 0 0 ■

+ I* Tr ■CCB
. 0 1 .

Tr <CB
I A, r

B^C^>

..........<2. 52)
By comparing the matrix obtained above with the 

normalized matrix in Eq. <A.27) of the appendix, we find 

that the components of the Poincare' vector, describing 

the effective polarization state of the photon analyaed 
by polarizer B. are
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P.
(lA, 1^- IA,I^)( l A ,  1^+ I A , | 2 )  S«

......... <2. 53)
We may consider that the action of the operator A Is to 

change the density matrix describing the state of the 

polarization of the two-photons from an unpolarlzed state 

to a partially polarized state along the x-dlrectlon. In 

order to evaluate the trace of Eq. <2.52>, we can 

Immediately use Eq. <2.36) by substituting the values of 

P,. Pa and P*. obtained In Eq. <2. 53) above, In Eq. (2. 36) 
and multiplying by S«/2 to obtain RO.a), the actual 
Intensity. We finally obtain

R<6, a) - |«<S„S,- + 5^6ccos2o + |* (S„ScCos2ecos2a

+ 6„S^coe26 - 2 1B,I IB,I6^sln26sln2acose )>

......... <2. 5A>
We are. of course. Interested In the normalized 

coincidence rate which Is proportional to the quantity 

R<P.a>/R(p,e>, the ratio of the Intensity measured with 

the three polarizers to the Intensity measured with the 

plates of polarizer C removed (the latter Is equivalent 
to setting S» - 2 and 6. - 0 In Eq. (2. 5A) ). Hence, the 

final expression of the normalized coincidence rate in 

terms of the transmlttances of the polarizers may be 
S^ven as the fol lotting
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5i§L2F> , 1 / ^ V 1 {•« P ~ Q)
RO.»> 2 *"c — ------- ---^=o«2o - A<3,o)

(«„ P + «„ Q)o m

......... <2. 55)
whore A<P. o) Is the Interference term which takes the 
f orm

<«„ ><e„ -e )
• — =— =---- sln2gsln2aco.p

2 ('m P •*•«-.«)« m

and the quantities P and Q are,

P • 5 + « COS2P) and Q - | cos2P)

Obviously the term AO.«) - 0 for P - 0 or n/2. So, for P 

^ 0 or n/2, the Interference term contributes signifi
cantly unless a « n/2 or 0.

2. 3 .3  C i r c u l a r  P o l a r i z a t i o n  A n a ly a ia

In this experiment, the Incident beam, characterized by 
p  (cf. Eq. <2. 17) ) is analysed by a pair of circular 

polarizers. Each circular polarizer is a combination of a 

X/4-wave plate and a plle-of-plates linear polarizer (see 

figure 4.10). Assuming photon 1 is analysed by a right 

hand circular polarizer (i. e. the fast axis of the X/4- 

wave plate Is set at - 45- to the x-axle, and the 

transmission axis of the linear polarizer (polarizer A> 

la held fixed at -90* with the x-axls) then. 
Eq. <2, 40> reduces to
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AR,
A , < l  + a^*>

L - A,<l - o^*>

-  A ,  <1

A. <1 +
-I*. -

’ ) J

......... <2. 56)
Photon 2 Is analysad by a X/4-wava plata, of tha sama 

kind as tha ona in tha arm contalning polarizar A, 

followad by polarizar B alignad along tha x-axla. Tha 

fast axis of thls X/4-wava plata la adjustad to maka an 

angla a with tha x-axis. Tha transmlttad baam charac- 

tarizad by a danalty matrlx fS can ba obtalnad from. tA R,a B R,p <A R,a B R, > <2. 57)

and upon aubstitutlona of p  (cf. Eq. (2. 17) ) and tha 

oparators AR, and BR* (cf. Eqs. <2.56) and (2.40), raspac- 
tlvaly) in tha abova aquation, tha traca oparation yialds

” 4 “ S«Sb Co s s ,- S^S^sins, slns,sin2a

* 2 <1 ~ cosa, X I  - cos4a)>

......... (2. 56)
from which, it is claar that tha probability of Joint 

dataction is maximum whan wa maasura right hand circular 

polarizad photons on both sldas (in this casa. a - -4 5* 

and tha fast axas of tha X/4-wava platas ara parallal). 

Tha minimum valua occurs whan wa maasura right hand 

circular polarizad photons on ona sida and laft hand 

circular polarizad photons on tha othar (i. a. a - 4 5 * and
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the feet axes of the \/4-wave plates are at right angles 

to each other). Trßf « eln2o only if one uses a perfect 

X/4-wave plate, (l. e. e, and e^ - n/2). However, If we 

choose, for Instance, to rotate polarizer B through an 

angle 6, whereas the orientation of the transmission axis 
of polarizer A Is held fixed along the x-axls and the 

fast axes of the X/4-wave plates are also held fixed, 
then we can write

* 4 6^5„cos<e,+ e,)cos2e> <2. 59>

where the fast axes of the X/4-wave plates R, and R^ are 

set at -45* and 45* to the x-axls, respectively. In this 

case, the probability of Joint detection Is a maximum 

when e - 0* (the transmission axes of both polarizers 

parallel and along the x-axls) and a minimum when 6 • 90* 

(the transmission axes of both polarizers are mutually 
perpendicular ).

Comparing Eqs. <2.58) and <2.59) It Is Interesting to note 

that for Imperfect polarizer, and retarders, rotating the 
retarder Is not equivalent to rotating the linear 
polarizer.
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Thla chaptar la davoted to tha axparlmantal datalla. A 

daacrlptlon of tha apparatua la givan in tha first 

aactlon. Tha aacond aactlon dascrlbaa tha axparlmental 
tachnlquaa amployad In tha praaant work, carried out on 

an existing two-photon decay apparatua, with soma 
essential modifications and additions.

a. 3 ^  APPARATUS

Tha axperlmantal arrangement la shown In schematic form

In figure 3. 1. Tha main modifications and additions made 
w«re

1) The mountings ware designed so that tha polarizers

could bo rotated without tha need to turn off the high 

voltage applied to tha photomultipliers, thus allowing 

meaeuremants at various different anglaa to be carried 
out more easily and afflclontly.

2) The design and Insertion of plates to allow an

electric field to be applied in a direction normal to 

the atomic beam motion at the observation region. This 

modification permitted tha effect of an electric field 

on the emission process and the polarization

correlation of the two-photons to be InvestIgatad.

3) An additional pile-of-plates linear polarizer,
identical to the existing ones, was constructed.

♦ > The aystem stability was Improved by using a much 

larger deuterium cylinder (5 litres at 600 pel).
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Piguro 3.1. SchaMtlc dlagru of tha apparatua.
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Tharaby, tha oparatlon of tha Ion sourca waa 

atablllsad by maintaining tha praasura of tha 

dautarlum supplied to tha palladium laak constant at 

50 psl. In this way continuous oparatlon of the 
systam. could ba achlavad for savaral montha without a 

significant changa In tha oparatlng conditions.

3. 1. 1 Thm P r o d u c tio n  o f  thm MotamtobJm A to m ic  Beam

Dautarona axtractad from a radlo-fraquancy Ion sourca 

ware focussed by an alnzal Ians Into a caslum charga- 

axchanga call thus producing (a fraction) on axcltad baam 

of atomic dautorlum with about 25.% In tha axcltad 2S 
stata.

Tha baam than passad through thraa sats of alactrlc flald 
platas, tha first sat balng uaad to quanch tha baam prior 

to Its antarlng tha obsarvatlon ragion, tha sacond sat, 
which was normally ramovad axcapt whan studying tha 
affact of an alactrlc flald, balng usad to apply an 

alactrlc flald In tha obsarvatlon ragion, and tha last 
sat balng usad to quanch tha matastabla atoms to obtain 

tha Lyman-alpha signals, which provldad tha basis of tha 

normalization procadura. Tha main componanta of -.ha 

syatam usad to produca and manlpulata tha matastabla baam 
will now ba dlscussad in mora datali.
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a> Ion aoiirr«

A Thonaman typa radlo-fraquancy Ion aourca <Hlgh Voltaga 

Englnaaring Corporation, Modal C-SO-173) was usad to 

produca deutarona. A 200 watt. 140 MHz aalf-axcitIng 

oscillator <B-TE-78 containing two 4CX 250B air coolad 
alactron tubas) was usad to axcita tha dlscharga. Tha 

basa of tha sourca bottla was fittad with a stainless 

staal lined aluminium canal, aurrounded by a quartz buah. 

A maximum dautarium ion currant of - 2 mA, corraspondlng 
to 35 kaV baam anargy <30 kaV accalaratlon and 5 kaV 

proba), was attalnabla. Tha flow rata of tha dautarium. 

from a cylindar (5 lltras at BOOpsl), was controllad by 

a palladium laak. Tha ion sourca could ba oparatad for 

savaral months at low anarglas < - 850 aV) with vary 

stabla output, aftar which tha canal and tha quartz buah 

naadad raplacamant. To datarmlna tha natura of tha sourca 

output a C-typa alactromagnat (B « 0.05 Tesla) was used 
to mass analyse the ions at the end of the apparatus.

b) Cesium cell

Tha cesium charga-axchanga call usad is similar to that 
designed by Bacal et aJt471. which achlavas a low loss 

rata of caslum. - 6 » J0-‘ gm hour-*. Tha evaporated 

cesium condenses on tha call walls which are lined with 

stainlaas staal maah, than continuously returns to tha 

central region, thua circulating in a closed cycle by
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caplUery action. In practice, a 5 gm ampoule of cealum 
lasta a few montha.

C) Electric field platea

In order to monitor metastablea, a ayatem conalstlng of a 

set of four plates (see figure 3.2) was designed, similar 
to that of Spless mt alt 481. The Inner plates, 31 k gg 

mm*, spaced 40 mm apart, are biased at opposite 

potentials with respect to earth. The outer plates, also 

biased at opposite potentials with respect to earth, are 

31 K 69 mm*, extended 4 mm longer than the Inner ones to 

reduce the fringe fields so that the metastablas are not 

quenched prior to entering the observation region. The 
gap batween the platea la 3 mm. A voltage of t 250 V was 

permanently applied to these plates. Another set of four 

plates was daslgnad to study the effect of an alectrlc 

field on the two-photon emlaslon process. The dimensions 
of thase platea are one third of the ones used for 

quenching the metastable component of the beam, descrlbad 
aarller.

3. i. 2 Optical Symtamm

One of the critical factors In the design of a daclalva 

experiment to test Ball's Inequality la tha absolute 

transmission of a polarizer for light polarized in the
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plan* of incldanca; tharafora. plla-of-plataa polarlrara 
wara usad.

Pllt-Of-Plataa polarlgair«

A pair of polarlrara waa amployad in tha pravlous 

exparlmantC461 <polarlzar A and polarlzar B>, aach 

polarlzar conalatlng of 12 Supraall platea. with a short 

wavalangth cut-off at 160 n». Each plata had a dlmanslon 

of 100 >< 60 X 2 mm and was polished to 2X par face at X « 

243 nm. Tha plates wara sat at an angle of 56.5* to the 

direction of the incident light, which I s  tha Brewsters 

angle for radiation of wavalangth X « 243 nm. In. one of 

tha present axparimants, three polarizers wara needed. 

Hence, another polarizer <polarlzer C>, almost identical 

to the existing ones was constructad. The transmission of 

each of these polarizers is higher than 0.9 and, 

therefore, they could be used for testing Bell's 
Inequality.

b) Retardere

A X/2-wave plate was used to test the no-enhancement 

hypothesis. For circular polarization correlation 

measurements, a combination of the plle-of-plates linear 
polarizers and two achromatic X/4-wave plates which 
operate In the spectral range 180 - 320 nm with a 

retardation accuracy of t 10* (for a ray orientated at an 

angle of ± 1 *  to the normal) ware used. However, in
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practtca, tha light raya from tha aourca could ba at an 

angla of up to ± 2 * to tha dat.ctlon axl. furth.r 

raduclng tha ratardatlon accuracy. Thla ayatam 

consldarably r.duced tha overall tranaml.alon afflciancy. 
due to reflection loaa.

3. 1. 3  Vacuum Symtam

There were three main atalnleaa steel chambers;

11 Rectangular tank.

21 Vacuum Generator Chamber 1 <VG1>.

31 Vacuum Generator Chamber 2 (VG2>.

The rectangular tank waa evacuated by a 6-inch diffusion 

pump and backed by a rotary pump (Edwards, ED660). The 

chambers. VGl and VG2, were each pumped by an 8-lnch 

diffusion pump, connected to a backing pump (rotary pump 
model ISC 450B>. All dlffualon pumps were from Edwards 

(model E06). and fitted with water cooled chevron 

baffles. Santovac 5 pumping fluid was used. The pressure 

in all these chambers was - 10-» Torr. measured by two 

ionization gauge heads (VIG 21>. one In the rectangular 
tank and the other In VG2.

3. i. 4 Lyman-Alpha Dmtmctii>n Symtam

The Lyman-alpha (La) radiation (X - 121.6 nm> was 

detacted by a photomultiplier tube (EMR 542 G-08-16,

epectral response 105-220 nm) with a LlF window, coupled
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to a alow ahaplng ampllflar <NE 4603> and Intagral 

dlacrlminator <NE 4523). Tha dlacrlnlnator output wa. f.d 
to a rata matar and a scalar. An additional LIF window 

into tha vacuum ayatam waa covarad by a 3 mm dlamatar 

aparture to allow a atatlatlcally adaquata La radiation 

rata to ba monltorad. Drlad oxygan gaa, acting aa a 

flltar for tha La photons, waa allowed to flow batwaan 
the LIF vacuum window and tha photomultlpilar tuba.

3. 1. 5  D a ta  A q u i a lt i o n  Syatam

Tha colncldanca signal waa datactad by two fast llnaar 

focuaaad tuba photomultlpilara (EMI. typa 9883QA and 

9883QB). Tha apactral raaponsa of thasa photomultlpilar 
(PM) tubas ara In tha ranga 180 - 600 nm with a quantum 

afflclancy n - 28 * at X - 420 nm. Tha anodaa wars AC 
couplad and tha photocathodaa wars oparatad at ground 

potantlal. Tha pulaas ganaratad by tha photomultlpllars 
wars fad to fast ampllflara (LRS 333) with a maximum gain 

of « 10 and rlaatlma of 2 na. Tha output pulaas wars than 

connactad to constant fraction (C.F. ) dlffarantlal 
discriminators (Ortac 583). Tha output of ona of tha 

discriminators (DISC) was used to START a tlma-to- 
amplltuda convartar (TAC) and tha othar waa takan through 

a varlabla alactronlc dalay to tha STOP Input. Finally, 

tha TAC output pulsa, whoso amplltuda was proportional to 

tha tlma dlffaranca batwaon tha arrivals of tha start and 

stop pulsas. was connactad to tha Input of a multlchannal
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pulaa halght analyaar (Capbarra 6000). Figura 3 . 2  

damonatrataa achamatlcally tha datactlon ayatam daacrlbad 
abova.

3. 1. 6 Symtmm In t m r lo c k  ^

An Intarlock control unit waa Incorporatad In tha ayatam 

vrtUch would complataly abut down tha syatam In tha avant 
of any of tha condltiona llatad balow occurring

1) Elactrlc powar fallura.

2) Rlaa In praaaura (vacuum failura).

3> Fallura of tha cooling watar aupply to tha diffualon 
pumpa.

*> Tha Faraday caga houalng tha Radlo-fraquancy aourca, 
'^ich floataa at high voltaga« la opanad.

Tha radlo-fraquancy aourca can ba oparatad only whan tha 
vacuum la aatiafactory, tha diffualon pumpa ara coolad 

and to protact paraonnal from high voltaga ahock, tha 
Faraday caga la cloaad.
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Flgura 3.2. Schtaatic diagram of tha datactlon systaa.
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& 3Ji HfPERIWEMTAL TECtWlouES

In this aactlon, wa proposa to axplain tha axparlmantal 
techniquaa amployad in thta work.

3.2. 1 Thm Production of thm Mmtomtablm Atomic Dmutmrium 
Boom

An axcitad atomic dautarlum baam was usad inataad of 

hydrogan (protlum) as tha aourca. This la bacausa tha 

formar producaa ralatlvaly laa. noiaa. largar dautaron 
fraction < ■» 90 %) and a lowar fraction of tha molacular 

Iona and D,-. A 850 aV baam of dautarons axtractad

from tha radlo-fraquancy Ion aourca was allowad to pass 

through caslum vapour, thus craatlng. by naar rasonant 

charga axchanga, axcitad atomic dautarlum with 

approxlmataly 25 % of tha dautarona balng nautrallxad 

Into tha 2S stats. Tha procass may ba dascrlbad by tha 
following axprasalon

D* + C s U l O ' O D<2S, 2P) + Cs* - 0.49 aV

Tha caslum call Is haatad to - 110 *C and tha tamparatura 

at tha axtramltlas of tha call Is malntalnad at - 37 -C, 

to pravant solidification (tha malting point of caslum Is

2S. 6 *C), by tamparatura-controllad circulating watar.
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3.2.2 Dmtmrmination of thm Optical Paramatara

In daterminlng tha p r o p a r t o f  tha Imparfact 

polarlzara, auxiliary polarlzara and Intarfaranca filtara 

wara placad In tha baaa of an Hg light aourca to produce 

a vary high degree of polarized monochromatic light and 

thua, tha tranamlttancaa of tha unknown polarlzera can be 
measured directly.

Tht tr f lM m lttan ca a  o f  imper f e c t  nnT

Tha value of *„ (e„) of a polarizer can be obtained by 

taking tha ratio of the intensity of tha beam with the 

transmiaslon axis of the polarizer aligned in tha x- 

diractlon K0*> (y-dlraction, I(90’)), to that with the 
plates removed !(•). Hence, we can write

1(0*> 
I <•> and similarly . I <90*) 

I <»)

It is important to note that, in measuring e„ and e„, the 

measured intensity is a combination of a coherent and an 

Incoherent beam of light. The production of an Incoherent 

light beam was a direct result of multiple reflections 
Incurred by tha beam in its passage through the pila-of- 

plates polarizer. The surface of each polarizing plate 

was polished to only 2k, thus inducing random phase 

shifts in the reflected light, thereby producing an 

incoherent, reflected light beam with respect to the 

transmitted light beam. Moreover, variable path length is
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Introducad to tha raflectad beam bacauaa polarizing 

platas are parallel to the neighbouring plates only to 
within •< ± 0.2*. The diameter of the aperture of the

photocathode sets a limit on the detectability of n*-̂ ’

order reflected light. In this experiment, the diameter 

of the photocathode allowed only first order reflected 

light to be of any significance with respect to the
experimental results.

Measurements of the trensmlttance of polarizer B were

carried out as follows: With two polarizers, A and B, In 

situ, the photomultiplier In the arm which contains
polarizer A was removed and replaced by two 25* nm 

Interference filters and two ultra violet dlchrolc linear 
polarizers which are Insensitive to the degree of

collimation of the beam (Polacoat 40; e„, - 0 . 3  and -

0.01, and Polacoat 105; “ 0.4 and - 0.003). The

transmission axes of both dlchrolc polarizers and the 

first plle-of-plates polarizer (polarizer A) were aligned 

along the x-dlrectlon. The radiation from the mercury 
lamp was focussed by an f/1 bl-convex lens of focal 

length f « 15 cm on a ground fused silica plate to 

produce e diffused diverging light source. Another
similar lens was used to collect the beam and 

subsequently adjust the collimation of the beam to obtain 

maximum Intenelty at the photomultiplier tube. In thle 

condition, an Image Is formed at the photocathode and a
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sacondary dlvarglng aourca of light la formad In tha 

raglon normally occuplad by tha atomic baam, hanca 

simulating the actual experimental situation, In which 

light la emitted from the atomic beam. The appropriate 

convergence of the light In polarizer B (which la being 

analysed) la thus assured. The degree of polarization P

of the beam emerging from polarizer A can be calculated 
as follows

~ e e c

C m  C m  C m  C  C  C1 1 * *  I I > 0. 998 <3. 1)

which la almost perfectly x-polarlzed light. The 

transmittance of polarizer A was measured In the same way 

except that the Hg light source along with tha dlchrolc 

polarizers and the Interference filters were placed In 

the other arm. The transmittance of polarizer C was 
measured by Inserting polarizer C In between polarizer B 

and the adjacent photomultiplier tube. The transmission 

axes of the two dlchrolc polarizers (placed In the arm 

containing polarizer A) and polarizer A were aligned 

along the x-dlrectlon. Figures 3.3 - 3.5 ahow the

transmlttances of polarizers A, B and C as a function of 

e. where 6 la the angle between the tranamlaelon axes of 

the polarizers and the x-dlrectlon. The values of and
c„ of the polarizers A. B. and C are tabulated in 
Table 3. 1.
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Figura 3.3. Tha transalttanca of polarizar B as a function of 

6, whara 6 is tha angla batwaan tha transmission 

axis of polarizar B and tha x-diraction.

Figuro 3.4. Tha transaittanca of polarizar A as a function of 

•, whara 6 is tha angla batwaan tha transmission 
axU of polarizar A and tha x-dlraction.
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Figura 3.5. Tha tranaalttanca of polarizar C aa a function of 6, 

whara 8 la tha angla batwaan tha tranaalaalon axia of 
polarizar C and tha x-dlractlon.

Tabla 3. 1

iT t t n im t t t a n C t l O L U u L p o la r iz a r a

c „  -  0 .9364 ± 0 .0076A «„ -  0 .0314  ± 0 .0006A

e „  • 0 .9364 ± 0 .0076n -  0 .0314  t  0 .0006B

“  0.9665 t  0 .0009c -  0 .0434  ± 0 .0008e
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In tha casa of tha two ptioton axparimant, tha 

tranaralttancas of tha polarlzara obtalnad abova rauat ba 

corrected to taka into account tha absorption in tha 

Suprasil in tha ragion balow X « 2 * 3 nm (by a factor, 
908/936 for e„ and 299/320 for *„).

Anothar axparlmant was conductad to Invastigata tha 
affacta of tha Intarfaranca flltars and to ansura that 

only tha Intansity of X - 25A nm radiation contrlbutad to 

tha axparlmental rasults obtalnad. In this axparlmant, 

the photomultiplier was replaced by a spactromatar. Tha 
result was satisfactory.

Pltarnlnatlon of the m t arfaranca

Setting up tha system In tha same way as to measure tha 

transmission of polarizer C, discussed earlier, tha 

variation of the intanalty was studied as polarizer B and 

polarizer C were rotated through angles 0 and a+0 with 

respect to the x-diraction, respectively. Since tha 

radiation Is x-polarlzad (cf. Eq. <3. 1>), P, and P^ of 
Eq. <2.36) can ba ignored. Whence, upon substitution of 
tha values found In Table 3.1, Eq. <2.36) reduces to

- n Ert. . 0. 202cos2Bcos2aU 0 ,- >  0-505 + (07 468 o r 4 lO c o s2 0 ) -  8 <0, a >

where 8<0, a> - I*264ln2Bsln2a
(0. 468 0. 4l0cos2B} '

and COSf
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Figura 3.6 ahowa tha variation of tha Intanali/ aa a 

function of tha angla a whlla tha angla 0 waa flxad at 

33" and 67.5* from which we obtain tha average value of 

A <67.5 *, I 45 *l> * 0.1975 ± 0.0525 which la aIgnifleant 1/

amaller than the expected value, &<67. 5 ", I 45 * I ) - 0.2631, 

obtained from the above equation. Thla low affective 

value of 6<0,a> can ba axplalned by the fact that only 

the coherent port of the beam contrlbutea to the 

Interference term and the coherency of the beam le 

partially deetroyed by multiple reflectlone occurring ae 

the beam paaaoa through the plle-of-platea polarlzere, as 

previously discussed. Figure 3. 7 shows three dlmenelonal 

plots of the variation of the Intensity of x-polarlzed Hg 
light as a function of the angles a and 0.

3 , 2 . 3  Optimum C o n d itio n m

ai— Optimization of signal to noise ratio

The signal to nolae ratio of each run was found to bo 

best when the energy of the beam waa “ 850 eV. and the 

preasure at the rectangular tank waa « 5 x 10-* Torr. 

This can be achieved by controlling tha flow rate of 

deuterium gas Into the Ion source bottle by adjusting the 
temperature of the palladium leak.
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Figura 3.6. Tha variation of tha intansity as a function of 

tha angla a whila tha angla 0 was fixad at 33* 
and 67.5*.
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b) Focusalnff condition

Throughout tha run, the Lynan-alpha rata (to) waa 

racordad on a scaler which was in turn connected to a 

chart recorder, to monitor If there was any significant 

tha count rate. Tha focussing voltage was 
adjusted such that to ( 1/2 to (maxi mura), to ensure the 

validity of tha normalization procedure. This was 

necessary alnca, Lo radiation rate was found to be no 

longer linearly proportional to the observed two-photon 

coincidence signal when tha beam was strongly focussed. 

This result is in agreement with the suggestion made by 
PerrieC461.

3, 2, 4 Thu Muthod of Ouihuring Dutu

It was Important to monitor all experimentally relevant 

parametars; beam energy, focussing condition, the 
Integrated Lo counts, the neutral beam current, the 

flow rate to the La monitor and pressure in the 

vacuum chamber (rectangular tank). To achieva an 

acceptable statistical accuracy, data had to be collected 
typically for about 24 hours for each run.

hi Normalization procedure

The tvro-photon signal should ba proportional to the 

metastable density. In order to cancel out the effect of 
the variation of the metastable density from run to run.
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tha coincldanca rata of aach run waa noraallz.d to a
typical La count rata.

hi Background goincldanc«

Spurious tru. coincidence, are detected, most probably 

due to cosmic rays, radioactivity and electrical pick up 

which depend primarily on the physical separation batween 

the two photomultipliers. Cosmic ray. are known to 

produce large amplitude pulsea therefore differential 

constant fraction discriminators were used which 

effectively reduced this contribution to the background. 

The two photon coincidence rate was almost always 

considerably larger than that of the background except 

when the polarizers- exes were orthogonal. Figure 3.8 
displays a typical coincidence spectrum.
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Th« results of the experiments! rasesurements obtslned 

during the course of the study embodying this thesis ere 
presented In this chapter.

fi. li-L n e  LINEAR EOLARIZERS hiSL A  HALF-WAVK p l a t e

This experiment was an attempt to test the no-enhancement 

hypothesis. Testing this hypothesis was necessary since, 

as discussed earlier, the efficiencies of the detectors 

used were rather low, and hence, one could claim that an 

unrepresentative sample of photon pairs emitted by the 
source was detected.

1) Measurements

Two experiments ware performed In which an achromatic 

X/2-wave plate was placed on one side of the detection 

system between one of the linear polarizers (polarizer B> 

and the adjacent photomultiplier. The arrangement of the 

detection apparatus Is shown schematically In figure 4. 1. 

In the first experiment, the orientation of polarizer A, 
with Its axis aligned In the x-dlrectlon, was held 

constant while polarizer B and the X/2-wsve plate In the 

other arm were rotated. When polarizer B was rotated 

through an angle 6, where 6 Is the angle between the 

transmission axis of polarizer B and the x-axls, the fast 

axis of the X/2-wave plate was rotated through 6/2, half 

the angle of rotation of the transmission axis of

Two Linaar Polarizers and a Half-Wave Plate SB
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SOURCE

®)

Figure 4.1. Scheaatlc dlagrae of th* X/2-wave plate and two 

polarizar expariaant.

polarizer B. This procedure, ensured that, thinking In 

terms of photons emerging from polarizers, the 

^'■^•''^•tion of the planes of the polarization of the two 

photons were always parallal Just prior to detection in 

the photomultipliers as the rotation of polarizer B and 

the X/2-wave plate took place. Coincidence rates, R<0), 

were measured at angles 6 - 0*, 22.5*, *5*, 67.5’ and

90*. In the second experiment, the transmission axes of 

the linear polarizers wore kept parallel, aligned with 

***• X-axis. Coincidence rates were then measured as the 

fast axis of the X/2-wave plate was rotated through 
•ngles from 0* to 90" with respect to the x-axls. Thus by 

passage through the X/2-wave plate the orientation of the 

plane of linear polarization of the photon changes before 
impinging on the photomultiplier.
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Finally, tha »Ingl.a rate In tha datactlon arm containing 

tha \/2-wava plata was racordad as a function of tha 

orientation of tha fast axis of tha X/2-wava plata with 

tha orientation of tha axis of polarizer B fixed at 6 > 

0*. This measuremant was to check whether there was any 

residual lack of cylindrical aymmetry about the 

observation axis, resulting either from lack of Isotropy

in tha source itself or in tha windows or cathodes of tha 
phot omul11pi1era.

11> Result«

Figures ♦.2 ♦ display tha axparlmantal results. Tha
plotted coincidence rates ware normalized to R<-). the 

coincidence rota obtained with tha platea of both linear 

polarizers removed. Tha result. given In figure *.2. 

«Sraas with tha quantum mechanical prediction, 
established In S 2. 3 (cf. Eq. (2. *9> ). Figure ♦. 3 shows 

the result of the second experiment where the 

transmission axes of the linear polarizers were kept 

parallel and the fast axis of the X/2-wave plate was then 

rotated. These measuremente confirm, within the limits of 

experimental error, that the relative angle between the 

planes of polarization of the two photon. Just prior to 

detection doe. not contribute any effect, to the measured 

polarization correlation. The result of the single, rate 

measurement, to check the cylindrical symmetry about the
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AMOU»*F ig u r o  4 .2 .  Tho variation of tha noroallzad colncldonca signal R<6)/R<»), whoro R<9) is  tha coincldmco rata as a function of 6, tho angla botwaon tha transaission axis of polarizar B and tha x-dlraction. Tha fast axis of tho X/2-wava plata was rotstad through angla 8/2. Tha quantity R(a) is  tho colncidanca rata obtainod with tho half-wavo plato in placo and tho platas of both llnaar polarizars roaovad. Tho solid curvo roprasants tho quantua aochanlcal prodlction.
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R<0*)/R(o> as tha fast axis of tha X/2-wava plats 

was rotatad throuxh angla 6.

UO

160
ANOL.E

240 320

Figura 4.4. A plot of tha singlas rata as tha fast axU of 

tha X/2~wava plato was rotatod through angla t.
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obaarvatlon axis, la glvan in flgura A. A, from which it 

is claar that no significant variation of tha singlas 
rata was found as tha fast axis of X/2-wava plats was 
rotated.

Ui> Coaparlggn of tha results with tha nradietlon« »f 
quantum mechanics and local raaH«i

As discussad in § 1. l, the most appropriate form of 

Ball's inequality for experimental studies of polariza

tion correlation is the Freedman's form. given by 
(cf. inequality <1.4> )

q - [R<22. 5*> - R<67. 5*)]/R(e) < 0.25 (4.1)

Consulting Eq. <2. 44). in chapter 2. the quantum 

mechanical prediction for this experiment is given by

R<e>
R(»> 0. 2199 0. 1926cos2e (4. 2>

Substituting tha measured values of all the parameters in 

Eq. <4.2) above <cf. 83.2), one can compute q. Thus 

qo„ - 0.272 t 0.008 <4. 3)

The experimental result on the other hand was found to be

0. 271 t 0. 021 <4. 4>

Hence, we can conclude that the experimental result 
violates inequality (4. 1), and is in good agreement with 

the quantum mechanical prediction. The result.
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r«pre.«nted In flgur. 4.2. i, v.ry similar to that 

raportad aarllar by Parria at aJC27). as shown In figura 

4.5, in which tha two-photon radiation was analyaad by 

two linaar polarizers only, without tha X/2-wava plata. 

They found equal to 0. 268 t 0. 010. Taking a weighted

«.an of this result with tha present result (quantum 

machanlcally Justlflabla. slnca tha Insartlon of ths X/2- 

wave Plata does not affact tha maasur.d colncld.nca 
signal <cf. Eq. <2.47>>) wa find the valúa -

0.269 t 0.009 violating Ball's Insquallty by mora than 
two standard deviations.
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Figura 4.5. Coincldanca sigiwl as a function of tha angla 9 

batwaan tha transaUaion axas of tha polarizwa, 

ralativa to R(a), tha colncidanca signal with tha 
polarizar platas raaovad. Tha solid curva 

raprasmts tha quantua aachanical pradiction 
(Parria at al271).
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1  kJL THKRF. LIHEAR POLARIZERS.

In a furthar axperlmant, to tost local roallstic modols 

of a typo originally suggostod by Garuccio and

SelleriCSOl, vdiich Includod tho possibility of onhancad 

photon datoctioni thraa llnaar polarlzars wara usad. 
Thair modal is conslstant with singlo photon physics and 

all maasurofflonts of two-photon polarization corrolatlons 

so far dascrlbad. Howovar, tha modal prodlcts a 
discrapancy with quantum machanics in tha caso of tho 
thraa polarizor oxparlmant.

i? Maasuramants.

Figura 4.6 displays tho datactlon systom used in this 

•*P*rimant. In addition to tha two llnoar polarlzors, A 

and B, anothar linaar polarlzar (polarlzor C) was

SOURCE

\ " /  
LINEAR POLARIZERS

Figura 4.6. Schamatlc diagram of tha throo polarlzar 
axporlaant.
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insertad In batwaan polarlzar B and tha adjacant 

photomult 1pilar. Tha orlantatlon of polarizar B was hald 

constant whlla polarizar A was rotatad through an angla B 

in tha dlraction shown in tha figura and polarizar C 

through an angla ot in tha opposlta Sanaa. Tha quantity 

R<B.a)/R<B, a) was than maasurad for various anglas B as a 

of tha angla oc, whara. aa dafinad in 8 2. 3, 

R(Bia> is tha two-photon colncldanca rata with all 
polarizar platas in placa whila R<B, •) is tha rata with 
tha platas of polarizar C ramovad.

ii) Results

The axparlmantal results for B “ 0*, 33* and 67.5* ara

shown in figures 4.7 and 4.8 along with tha quantum 

machanical pradletions as solid lines. Also shown, as a 

dotted line in figure 4.7, is the upper llnat for various 

angles B, set by theories of the Oarucclo-Sallerl type, 
for tha ratio R<B, a>/R<B, «>.

Figure 4.9 demonstrates tha coincidence rates at a > 45* 

and - 45* for B “ 67.5*. This result allows us, assuming 

tha validity of tha quantum machanical formalism. to 

datarmlna tha affective value of A<B. a>, measured by 
using tha two-photon signal, since wa have,

[R<67.5*,-45*>-R<67.5*,45*)J/R<67.5*,a) . 2A<67. 5*. I 45* I >
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0 6

0-2

Q.M. PREDICTION

22-5* 67-5* 90*
Figura 4.7. VarUtlon of tha ratio RtadaVRC«,*), for (} - 0* and 

a function of a. Tha quantum aachanical 
pradiction for 0 ■ 0* is shown as tha solid curva 

**h*>'*** th* uppar lialt for various anglas 0 sat 
by thaoriaa of tha Oaruecio-Sallari typa is shown 
as a dottad lina.
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ANGLE (X
Figure 4.8. Variation of the ratio R<0,a>/R(9,*> as a function 

of a, for 0 « 0*, 33* and 67.5*. The solid curves 

represent the quantum ■achanlcai predictions.
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Figure 4.9. VarlaUon of the ratio R(a.a>/R<0,e> as a function 

of a, for R “ 675*. The solid curves rapresant 

the quantua eechanical predictions for 
(1) - a and (2> a.
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Substituting the measured values of the parameters (cf. 

Table 3.1) In Eq. <2. 55), and taking Into consideration 

the Incoherency dependence of the multiply reflected beam 

on the wavelength (since the contribution of the beam 

resulting from Internal reflections In the polarizers 
depends on the variation of the reflectivity of the 

Suprasll plates with wavelength and the variation of the 

absorption of the plates with wavelength which, In the 

case of the achromatic two-photon beam, necessitates 

averaging over the entire spectral distribution), we con 
wrltot 491

R<67. 5*, a)
R(67.5*, a) “ 0-*873 ♦ O.3325cos2a - O.2074sln2a <4. 5)

From the above equation, quantum mechanics predicts 
A<67.5*, 145*1 )«„ - 0.2074, which Is In

agreement with the experimental result (see figure 4.9), 

A<67. 5*, 1 4 5 * 1 .  0.1805 i 0.0570. These results are 

also In agreement with that obtained using a 

monochromatic light source (Hg 254 nm line), as shown In 

figure 3. 6, where A<67. 5*, 145* I - 0.1975 t 0.0525
(cf. f 3.2).
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U i > Coaparfon of th« raaulta with the pradlctlona of 
auftntum wachanlca and local raallai

•»•*aura»anto for P “ 0*, although in axcallant agraa- 

Mant with quantun nachanlca, which pradicts that 
(cf. Eq. (2. 55>)

R<0*. a)
0.4873 + 0. 4495cos2a, (4. 6>R(0*. ■>

aa can ba saan by rafaranca to figure 4.7, do not suffice 

to provide a conclusive teat batwaen quantum machantes 

and tha Caruccio-Sallari approach. This result, however, 

can ba regarded as a test of Malus' law for the 

transmiaaion of polarized light from a vary weak source 

through polarizer C. However, tha result for p » 33* and 

a ■ 38* violates tha upper limit of tha Caruccio-Sallerl 

model by more than six standard deviations and provides 

strong evidence against theories of the kind proposed by 

them. Similarly to Eq. C4. 5>, wa can write the quantum 

mechanical prediction for tha experiment with p « 3 3 * in 
tha form! 491 

R(33’, a)
R(33’, •> “ 0. 4382cos2a - 0. 0738sin2a. <4. 7>

pif^^lctiona of quantum mechanics, represented in 

Eqa. (4.5> - <4. 7>, are plotted as tha solid linea in

*'̂ 8tiras 4. 7 - 4. 9, from which, wa can conclude that tha 

•*P*'^i*****®l results are in overall satisfactory 

®S*^*4*®*'^ with tha predictions of quantum mechanics.
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ft CIRCtfUAR PQLAkIZERS.

1 )  M » a « u r » in « in t y
The measurements of the clrculer polorlzetlon correlation 

of the two-photon pair utilizad achromatic X/4-wave 

plates and pile-of-platas linear polarizers. The 

achromatic X/4-wave plates were Inserted in each 

detection arm of the apparatus between the collimating 

lens and the linear polarizer as shown in figure ♦. 10. 

The transmission axes of polarizers A and B were allgnad 

with the y and x axes, respectively and were, thus, 

perpendicular to each other. Polarizer A and the X/4-wava 

plate 1 were arranged to form an analyser for light of 

right handed hellclty. Hence, the fast axis of the X/4- 

wave plate 1 was orientated at AS* to the transmission

SOURCE

\ ’’  /
X/4-wsve plates

Linear polarizers —

Figure ♦. 10. Schematic diagras of the circular polarizar 

axperlsant.
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axle of polarlzT A. In th. oth.r ar«. th. fa.t axl. of 

X/*-wav. pl.t. 2 wa, than rotat.d from a position wh.r. 

that arm act.d as an analys.r of light of l.ft hand.d 

h.llclty (th. fast axes of X/4-wav. pi.t.s 1 and 2 wer. 

p.rp.ndicular) to a position wh.r. it act.d as an 

analys.r of light of right hand.d h.llclty (th. fast axas 
of X/4-wav. plat.s 1 and 2 war. parallal).

11> Rasult«

Tha outcom. of th. maasuramants is shown in figura 4. u. 

along with th. quantum machanlcal pr.dlctlons for th. 

circular polarlz.rs u.ad in this axparlmant. W. found 

that th. colncldanc. rat. in this cas. 1. lowar than that 

of th. lln.ar polarization r.sults. This r.ductlon in 

rat. is du. to r.fLctlon loss., (th. transmission of th. 

X/4-W.V. plat., is 0.7). couplad with th. small dl.m.t.r 

of th. plat.s which r.duc.a tha coll.ctlon solid angl. 
consldarably. In addition. th. light rays from th. 

sourc. aft.r collimation, could b. at an angl. of t 2* 

to th. d.tactlon axl. and th.r.by can causa th. 

r.tardatlon of th. X/4-wav. plat., to vary from th. Id.al 

by a. much a. * 15 » (m.t.ad of t lO » for a ray 
Incid.nt at * i* to th. normal).
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ANGLE «c
Figura ♦.1 1 . Coincidane« tignai R<a> (a U  tha angla batwaan 

tha fati axit of tha i/4-wava piata and tha x- 

axU) rala Uva to R(») (tha coincidane« tignai 

with tha polarizar piata« raaovad). Tha tolid 

curva« rapratant tha quantua aachanical 
pradictlona.
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The prediction of quantum mechanical theory li 
(cf. Eq. (2. 58> and Table 3. 1 ),

0.2199 - 0. 1928cose,

- O. 1928alne, slne2 8ln2o(

+ 0.1928cose, <1 - cose,)<aln2a>*.
<4. 8)

where the quantities R<«) and R<«) are ae defined In 
S 2. 3. Experimentally we found

n— p ”  0. 195 1 0. 016 <4. 9)

In agreement, within the limits of error, with the 

quantum mechanical prediction given by Eq. <4.8>,

0. 259 * 0. 064. <4. 10)

The low value of Is most probably due to the

Imperfection of the analysers. In particular the 

retardation of the X/4-wave plates, since. In the case 

where we have s, « Sa “ 90*, quantum mechanics actually 
predicts that t)«». “ 0.274 ± 0.008, In violation of Bell's 

Inequality. In an Ideal case, of course, Hom " 0.354 (s, 

“ Sa ■ 90*, Sm* ■ «na - 1 and ■ t„,a ■ o), and It

would be expected that the form of the state vector I - 

(|RIXR2> + ILl>IL2>]//2 (cf. Eq. <2. 8) ) should result In 

a 1/4[ 1 - sln2a] variation In the quantity R<a>/R<e>, as
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prsdicted by Eq. <♦. 8). Although they do not violate 

Bell'e inequality. the results of the circular

polarization measurements are important since they 
verify, within the limit of statistical accuracy. the 

coneervatlon of angular momentum for the photon pair 
along the common axis of detection (z-axls).
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8. 1H£ EEFECTS ££ AH ELECTRIC ptbi n

Tha polarization corralatlon of tha two-photon radiation 

was maasurad In tha praaanca of an alactrlc flald appllad 
parpandlcularly to tha baa« motion to study tha affact. 

of tha alactrlc flald on tha amls.ion procaaa. No such 

maaauramanta hava evar baan carri ad out bafora. An

alactrlc flald atrangth of 30 Vco-« waa appllad at tha 

obaarvatlon ragion and tha two-photon radiation wa.

analyaad by two polarlzara, A and B. Maaeuramanta wara 

carrlad out aa followa: First, tha tranamlaalon axla of 

polarlzar A wa. hold flxad along tha x-dlractlon

(parallal to tha alactrlc flald vactor). than colncldanca 

rata. war. racordad a. tha tranaml.alon axl. of polarlzar 
B waa rotatad through anglas e with raapact to tha x- 

-xla. whara e - 0*. 22.5*. *5*. 67.5*. 90* and -45*. Tha

result, ara shown In figura 4.12, along with tha ra.ult. 

obtalnad in tha abaanca of an alactrlc flaidi 271. In

ordar to datarmlna tha affactlva Stoka*. paramatara of 

tha two-photon baam. tha circular polarization
corralatlon was than maasurad. Tha rasulta ara.

Pi - - 0. 248 ± 0. 204

0. 014 t 0. 159

1. 101 t 0. 337

<♦.!!>
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30 V es-‘ ) as a function of •, ths angle between the tranaelssion axis 

of polarizar B and the alectric field vector (x-axis). Quantue eechanical 
prediction for £ ■ 0 Vc«-* is shown as a solid curve.
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wh«r. P,, P̂ , and P, ar* daflnad In tha appandlx

(cf. Eq. <A.28.a) - <A. 28. e) ). [Nof that, if th. two- 

photon radiation i. in a pur. atata. r.pr.a.nt.d by 

aquation <2. 10), ona would axpact P, «0, P^ - 0, and P, 

0. 9A]. It follow, that wo can writ, tha affactivo 

d.n.ity «atrix as (..a th. appendix, cf. Eq. <A.27) )

2. 101 1 0. 337 -0.248 t 0.204 - i [0.014 t 0. 159]

-0. 248 1 0. 204 4 i [0. 014 i 0. 159] -o. lOl * 0. 337

...................... ...  12)

Sinca tha Stoka's paramotars war. moasurad with a pair of 

polarizar» placad on both aid.» of tha dataction arm., 

tha dan.ity matrix abov. do.a not r.pra.ant a d.n.ity 

»atrix d.acribing th. polarization .tata of th. two- 

photon baa» but rath.r an aff.ctiv. den.ity matrix 

da.cribing tha stata of polarization of tho radiation 

analyoad by polarizar B. Figura 4.12 a.am. to indicat. 

that tha two-photon radiation ia polarizad at an angla of 

- 22.5* with ra.pact to tha x-axi.. Wa can calcolata tha 

fraction x of polarizad photons in a stata of a pura 

polarization. a. d.fln.d in tha app.ndlx (cf. th. 
appandlx. Eq. <A.32)). a. th. following

« ■ ( P f  + P3 ♦ PS ]' 
« 1. 129 t 0. 425 <4. 13)

The Effact. of an Electric Plaid
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Rasult s

Tha danaity matrix daacrlbing tha atata of polarization 

of tha two-photona in tha caae whara tha alactrlc fiald £ 
» 0 Vcm-‘ la expactad to ba

0.00

0- 00 Qg

......... <4. 14)
Tha fraction of photons in a stata of pura polarization, 
In this casa, is x - 0. 97

In ordar to datarmina tha stata of polarization of tha. 

two-photon radiation dlractly, ona has to maasura tha 

Stoke*s paramatars with ona polarlzar, placad on ona sida 
of tha dataction arms. only. If tha datarminant of tha 

dansity matrix obtainad is zaro. than it Impllas that tha 

polarization stata of tha two-photon radiation la a pura 
atata (cf. tha appendix, Eqs. <A. 22> and <2. 27> ).
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Conclusion

Th. vast ».Jonty of th. various .xp.rl«.nts related to 

the EPR question, reported to date, have confirmed the 

validity of quantum »echanlcal theory and violated Bell's 

Inequality, thus appearing to render a local realistic 

view of the world untenable. However, in all experiment, 

there are severe practical difficulties. particularly 

because photon detectors are not 100 % efficient and due 

to this problem, some physicist, argue that a decisive 

test ha. not been made. These physicist, maintain that 

the photon, that are not detected may have different 

properties from, and are not representative of. those 

that are detected - the property known as enhancement.-

A. dl.cu.aed In 8 1. 3, . further consideration of th... 
problem, was made by. for example. Garucclo and Salieri 

which led to the derivation of a new form of local 

realistic model. taking Into consideration the 
possibility of enhanced photon detection!301. Such a 

model ha. been tested by th. s.rle. of measurements, 

reported In this thesis. Involving measurement, of th. 

polarization correlation prop.rtle. of the two photons 

emitted .Imultan.ou.ly m  the true spontaneous second 
order radiative decay process m  the system of atomic 
deuterium.

The result, of the linear polarization correlation 

measurements In conjunction with a X/2-wav. plat, violate 
Bell's Inequality and verify the CHSH form of the no-
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enhancement hypotheela. In other worde it has been ehown 

that, Insofar as it is acceptable to think in terms of 

individual photons emerging from the polarizers, the 

probability of the Joint detection of the two photons is 

independent of the relative angle between their planes of 

linear polarization Just prior to detection. In another 

where three linear polarizers were employed, 
the results specifically rule out local raallatic models 

of the type proposed by Caruccio and Salieri in which the 

probability of a Joint detection ia dependent on the 

angle between the detection vector X and the polarization 

vector i. In these novml, hlthTto unmxplormd mltuationm 

the results, do in fact, verify the theoretical 

calculations based on the quantum mechanical formalism. 
Hance, we can conclude that local realistic models 

attempting to explain the results have once again failed.

Although the results support the assumption that there is 

no enhancement in the detection process, they do not rule 

out completely the possibility that, becausa the detector 

•^^^^^•f'Cles are quite low, there may axist soma kind of 

bias or enhancamant arising as a rasult of the employment 

of the analysers themselves. In other words, the mere 

presence of the analysers may influence the propertiee of 
the photon palra, in waya othar than that auggested by 

Caruccio and Sellarl and subaequently their probability 

of Joint detection. Thla posalblllty, of course, would

llA
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not exlot If the detectors elwsys registered every photon 
entering them.

The results of measurements performed on the circular 

polarization correlation verify the conservation of 

angular momentum for each photon pair and agree vvlth the 

prediction of quantum mechanics. Howevsr, the circular 

polarization results did not provide a conclusive test of 
Bell's Inequellty v^lch was probably due to the 

Imperfection of the echromatlc X./4-wave plates used In 
the experiment.

Finally, It Is Interesting and perhaps surprising to note 

that the polarization properties of the two-photons are 
affected substantially by electric fields. Even for 
electric fields of only 30 V cm-*, the observed radiation 

appears to bs polarized, possibly because the electric 

field removes the degeneracy of the virtual Intermediate 
states. However the precise nature of the effect Is 

uncertain and there Is no theoretlcel prediction to look 

to for guidance. In this case, the polarization state of 

the two-photon beam may. In fact, no longer be able to be 

represented by a pure state vector. In fact the results 

suggest thet, within the limits of experimental error, 

the two-photon radiation has a component linearly 

polarized at an angle of about 2 2.5 * with respect to the 
x-axls.
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Chapter Flva

A mor* complat* investigation of the nature of two-photon 

radiation should now be attempted with the present 

apparatus by improving the statistical accuracy of the

Stoke's parameters and demonstrating beyond doubt, for

instance. the possible existence of anisotropy in the

emission of polarized photons with respect to the 

orientation of an electric or magnetic field. Such a 

study would, in fact, be at the frontier of research into 

the emission process of two.-photon radiation and pioneer 

research into the effect of fields on the virtual 

intermediate states of atoms in spontaneous decay 

processaa in what is an essantially new branch of
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Appendix

In this appendix, wa study tha stata vactor and density 

matrix description of polarised photons, using both 

linear and circular polarisation basis states, and then 

discuss tha description of polarisation by use of the
Poincaré vector and Stake's parameters.

& A*_l Sl/AHTVM BECHAMICAL DESCBIPTio m  o f  photohis

To describe a photon, all we need to know are its vector 

momentum and polarisation state. However, since we are 

only interested in tha stata of polarisation, wa treat 

all photons throughout this discussion as having a 

single, well-defined frequency and hence momentum.

A. f. i Statm Vmctor

In the classical theory, polarised light, propagating say 

in the s-dlrectlon, can be described in terras of an

electric field which oscillates In the x-dlrection. 

celled x-polarlsed light. or an electric field which 

oscillates In the y-dlrection, called y-polarlsed light. 
For a minglm photon there is no electric field that can 

be discussed in the same way. However, a photon has to

hove some property which is analogous to the classical

phenomenon of polarisation. In the case of a photon beam 

in a pura atata of polarisation. It Is possible to 

describe all and aach of the photons by assigning to the 

beam or each photon a alngla state vector 10> which can 

be written as a linear superposition of two mutually
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orthogonal basis states I x>. clasmlcally x-polarlzed

light, and ly>. classically y-polarlzed light. Thus ws 
have

l®> » la, le^*»lx> + la, l4 ’̂ »|y> 

or equivalently,

l®> .-ip’« I a,I Ix> + I a,Ie^®iy>

<A. 1. a)

<A. 1. b)

whsre <p, and are the phases, 6 - and a, and

a;, are complex numbers. In order to construct such a 

linear superposition. It Is necessary that there Is a 

definite phase relation between the two components. The 

state vector 10> has four raal parameters to be 

determined. However, for unnormallzed I0>. measurement 

allows us to find only two parameters. the quantity 

la,l*/'la„l» which gives the relative probability of 

finding the photons In an x-polarlzed or y-polarlzed 

state respectively and the relative phase S. However, 
since In the case vrtiere the state I0> is normalized.

I s, I ̂  + I a,I^ <A. 2 >

It follows that the only remaining unknown Is the common 

phase factor of the components of I0>, but this Is 
unimportant since 10> and l0>e-‘*,. represent the same 

state. The state vector 10> can also be represented by a 
two-dimensional column vector:
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ie>
.16L la,l*'‘

and its adjoint by a row vector:

<®l » < la,I, I

The phase difference has the value;

6 « nm

for linearly polarized photons, when 

and for circularly polarized photons:

a,.e-^«,

(A. 3)

6 « nn/2 (A. 5)

v*ere n « 1, 3, 5, ...

Therefore, we may write a state vector I x> which 

describes linearly polarized photons as the following 
(cf. Eqs. (A. 3> and (A. A) )

•X>

The adjoint state is

<Xl - la,I< 1, 0 > t la,l< 0, 1 )

- la, 1 ■ ■ 1 * ■ 0 •
- la, 1 t 1 a, 1

U 1 a, 1 . . 0 . . 1 .

<A. 6 >
For a state Iy>. normalized such that <xlx> ■ 1 then the
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angl« of polarization la tan”*{±'2j.' I* I a*I f
For S - nn/2 than we can write a state vector I in the 
form (cf. Eq. (A. 3>)

la. I

,±11 a_ I.
and <41 - ( la,I, »iia^l ) (A. 7)

where I a, I - la^l for circularly polarized photons and 
I a,I e la^l for elllptlcally polarized photons.

A . i . 2  P h o to n  S t o t m  Vm otor i n  Linmmr on d  C i r c u l a r  
P o la r iT a t ie tn  B ases

The state vector and Its adjoint state which describe a 

wftoJs beam of x-polarlzed photons are given. In matrix 
representation, by

lx> - and <xl - < 1 , 0 ) (A. 8 )

l.a. laal In Eq. (A. 6 ) Is zero. Similarly, for y-polarlzed 
photons,

0 ■
and <yl - < O. 1 ) <a . 9)

L l .
Iy>

To describe circularly polarized photons, we may write 
(cf. Eq. <A. 7>)
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/2 <RI - 1//2 < 1, -1 )

Appendix

(A. 10)
. 1

and

IL>
/2 <LI - 1//2 < 1. i ) <A. 1 1 )

.-i .

for right-hand circularly polarized photons (negative 

hellclty) and left-hand circularly polarized photons 

(positive hellclty). respectively. The constant 1//2 is 
ths normalization factor.

A. i. 3 Dmnmity Matrix

The density matrix was introduced by J. von Neumann In 

1927 to describa atatlstlcal concepts of quantum 

mechanics. The polarization density matrix of photons p  

la a tensor of rank two, given by the direct product, 

designated by a, of the state vector with its adjoint;

p  ” I0>a<ei (A. 12)

It can be constructed In matrix form by applying the 

rules of direct product matrix multiplication. After 
evaluation (cf. Eqa. (A. 6 ) - (A. 9) and (A. 12) ). one

obtains the following density matrices which describe 
x-polarized and y-polarized photons, respectively.
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■ 1 0 ■ ■ 0 O'
and ly>m<yl m

. 0 0 . - 0 1 .

Ix>a<xl

......... (A. 13)
Procaedlng along similar line., w. fi„d that th. danalty 

matrices describing circularly polarized photons take the 
following forms (cf. Eqs. <A. 10) - <A. 12) )

IR>«*<RI -
-1

. 1 1 .
and IL>«<LI • -

2
L- 1  1 J

......... (A. U>
for right circularly polarized photona and l.ft 
circularly polarized photons, respectively.

A general density matrix which deacrlbes pure polarized 
photons, Is OS follows

I0>0<0 | • < «r. »r >

.........  <A.15)
where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. 
Multiplying out we obtain fo in the Hermltlan form:

r 1- .2la, 1 ».“a
B

■ Pi. P.a ■
aL a. a. - Pa. Paa -

............<A. 16)
which contalna all the algnlflcant Information concerning 

the polarization atat. of th. photon baam. and daacrlbas
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th. preparation« which hava baan performed on the beam. 

Unllk» I0> in Eq. (A. 1. A), the phase 9 , cancels out in the 

above derivation. The diagonal elements of the matrix p  

are real and they represent the intensities of the 

components in x and y directions, however, the off- 

diagonal elements are generally complex. Thus, the 

intensity I of the photon beam is the sum of the diagonal 
elements, the trace <Tr> of the density matrix:

Trip) - I . <A. 17)

It follows that for a normalized p, the condition:

Tr <p ) ■ 1 <A. IS)

muat hold. Experimentally, only a linear polarizer is 

needed to determine p,,, p^^ .„d the real parts of p,^

and p„. To determine the imaginary parts of p,, «nd p,,. 

It is necessary to maka a measurement of circular 

polarization, for which a retarder that introduces a 

phase shift of a quarter period is also needad <1 . e. a 

X/4-wave plate), in addition to a linear polarizer.

In terms of linear polarization basis states, the density 
matrix takes the form

P  - (a, lx> ♦ a, ly>Xaf<xl + a*<yl ]

Carrying out the multiplication one obtains
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P  • la.I^lxXxl la,l^lyXyt 

♦ a,a*lxXyl + a%,lyXxl

......... <A. 19)
and aft.r aubatltutlon than w. find (cf. Eqa. (A. 8 ) and 
(A. 9>),

P  - la,r
■ 1 0

+  l a a l ^

■ 0 0  ■

.  0 0  . . 0 1 .

• 0 1 ■

•
*  0 0  •

. 0 0  . .  1 0  .

............................... .... 20 )

Analogoualy. in tara. of circular polarization baaia 

atataa, wa can daduca tha following result (cf. 
Eqa. <A. 10) and <A. ID)

P  • I [4,IR> + 4,IL>)<*f<R| + 4*<LI]

■ 1 -1 ■
I4al^

■ 1 1 ■
2

. 1 1 . -1 1 .

■  1 1 • ■  1 -1  -

2
.  1 -1  . -1  - 1 .

(A. 21)
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It can ba easily shown that p  is idmmpotmntt, namaly;

P  “ p
and the determinant ipi « 0.

(A. 22>

However, the relation (A. 22) above is not valid for a 

more general case where we have a statimtical mixiura of 

states. Mixtures are Incoherent superpositions of the 
corresponding pure polarization states and can be 

described only by a density matrix, not a state vector. 

It is not possible, for a beam of photons in a mixture of 

states, to transmit complmtaly through a linear

polarizer. In this case, p  is no longer Idempotent and 
is given by

-1 * 1 Pi <A. 23)

vrtiere p* - p. (i. *ach p. is a pure state), x. > 0 is 

the weight or the fraction of the Intensity of the pure 

state characterized by p„ and 2*«* - J. In the case of 

a completely unpolarlzad photon beam, all directions of 

polarization are equslly probable and we may write p  as

P  - I IxXxl + I lyXyl

* E. Merzbacher. fluantUB Mechanic«. John Wiley * Sons, 
Inc. <1967).
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0 .

0 -\

IRXRI -t- 1 ILXLI

■ 1 - 1  ■ * 1 1 ■
+ 1
^ 4

- i 1 . - - 1  1 .

......... <A. 24)
Thara la no flxad phasa ralatlonahlp batwaan tha two 

componanta of tha baam, and from Eq. <A. 24) abova It can 
ba aaslly varlflad that p = a p .
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i  O^ICAL BESCMPTIQH QE Iffi POLARlZATinii l i g h t

There ere two mein methods to describe the stete of 

polerizetion of light - The Poincerd vector end the 

Stoke, peremeter. method. Eech of these methods is useful 

in ellowing the polerizetion stste of e beem to be 

described in terms of experiments! meesurements. In 
deellng with problems involving polerlzed light. the 

Polncerd sphere construction is better for giving s 

quelitetlve understendlng of the problems. In this 

»«thod. the poles of the Polncer* sphere represent right 

and left clrculer polerizetion, the equetor represents 

lineer polerlzetlon. end other points on the sphere 

(ebove or below the equstorlel plene) represent

sUlptlcelly polerized light. A. for quentltetlve 
celculetlone. the Stoke, peremeter. provide e more useful 
description. We cen express p  m  terms of the vector 

representetion of polerlzed light. Like eny erbitrery 2 x 

2 mstrix. the density metrix p  mey be written es e

llneer comblnetlon of four Independent two-rowed
metrlces;

P  - I ( I t  ?<P..P,,P,).3 ) (A. 25)

where P,, p^ end P, ere the components of the Polncerd 
vector P, d is the vector whose components ere the 
Peull mstrices,
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■ 0 1 * ~ 0 -1 ■ ■ 1 O'
. o ,  m ond 9^ ■

. 1 0 . . 1 0 . . 0 -1 .
................. . 26)

and I Is a unit matrix. Hanca Eq. (A. 25) can ba rawrlttan 
In the form

P  •
p. p. - IP, ■

+ IP, 1 - p, .
<A. 27)

In order to specify the density matrix of any given beam, 

one has to know all the components of the Polncar* vector 

which are In fact the three real StoAes parameter-#. These 

are simply the three cartesian coordinates of a point on 

the Polncar* sphere. In this case. the radius of the 

Polncar* sphere, corresponding to the Intensity of the 

bean 1 , equal to unity (cf. Eq. <A. 2) ). P, and P. are at 

right angles to each other In the equatorial plana, and 

P= points toward the north pole of the spnere. These 

parameters take values between - 1  and +1 and can be 

determined through Intensity measurements only. For 

example. It can easily be seen from Eq. <A. 27) that P,

describes the degree of circular polarization and Is 
given by

1 (Right) - I(Left)
I (Right) I (Left) (A. 26. a)

where I(Right) represents the Intensity of right-hand 

polarized light etc. Since right-hand and left-hand
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circular polarizations correspond to hellcltles of the 
photons. It Is clear that P* Is the mean value of the 

hellclty of the photons. P* and P, are the degree of 

linear polarization, given with respect to the x-axls, 
by, respectively

KO*) - I<90*>
P. ■ K0*> + I<90*>

and
I<45*> - K135*) 

” I<45*> + IU35*)

(A. 28. A)

(A. 28. c>

Circular polarization Implies P, - P, - o and that, P, - 

1 and - 1  for right-hand and left-hand circular

polarization. respectively. Linear polarization in the 

x-dlrection Implies P, - P^ - o and P, > o (In the 

y-dlrectlon¡ P, - P, - 0 and P, < 0>. The values of P, - 

+1 and - 1  therefore correspond to complete polarization 

In the X and y directions, respectively. The

probabilities that the light 1 . linearly polarized along 
the directions 45- and 135* to the x-axls are.

respectively. )*<i+P,> *U-P, > and the probabilities

that the photon has right-hand and left-hand circular 

polarization are respectively, *a+P-,> and *a-Pa>. The 
magnitude of the PolncarA vector is restricted by

|ji|. - Pj + p. ♦ pj < 1 29)

Generally p  Is a mixture of states. The Inequality above 
becomes an equation if and only if p. is a pure state. 

For an unpolarlzed beam the electric vector chenges
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rapidly and erratically with time both in its amplitude 

and its absolute phase, in which case, P,, and P^

average out to zero. For an elllptlcally polarized beam 

the electric vector is also changing rapidly, but in such 

a way that a,/a* and 8 remain constant. In this case P,, 
Pz and P3 will have constant values.

For a more general case where a photon beam is partially 

polarized, one con add an unpolarized term to the pure 

state polarized density matrix*». Hence (cf. Eq. (A.25>)

I  ( X <I + ? .o )  + <1 - x> I ) <A. 30)

where x is the fraction of polarized photons and the last 

term is the fraction of unpolarlzed photons. Equation 
<A.30) can be rewritten in the form:

I ( I + X ) (A. 31)P  - 2

where, in this case, the Polncar* vector is 

I ?l« « Pf + Pj + P| » 1

Let us define I&. - xP., where 1 - 1, 2, 3. then, we

have X* - lij + 3 3,

so that measurement of f,. and P^ allows x to be
found and all properties of the beam to be specified.

*» E. Merzbacher, private communlcatlc
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